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Abstract 

Cooperative manipulation is a robotic research area that aims at the cooperation of multiple manip
ulators to execute a common task. Due to the contact between object, manipulators and environment, 
controlling these systems is more complex than controlling a single manipulator. Apart from the mo
tion of the manipulators and object, also the object's internal forces and moments and contact forces 
and moments with the environment have to be controlled. 

In this study, the considered cooperative manipulating systems consist of non-redundant robots 
with a fixed base, stiff links and joints that feature no flexibility. The rigid object to be manipulated is 
assumed to be grasped tightly (i.e. no degrees of freedom at the contact points between the object and 
manipulators) by the stiff end-effectors. Knowledge of the kinematics and dynamics of the manipula
tors and about the geometry of the object, is assumed to be available. The cooperative manipulating 
system operates in a known environment. 

Several control structures for cooperative manipulation are discussed in literature; hybrid control, 
inverse dynamics, passivity-based con trol, impedance con trol and synchronization. From these control 
structures, impedance control is selected as the most suitable and practical algorithm for cooperative 
manipulation, since the interaction between components of the system is taken into account dynam
ically. lt allows for controlling the motion, internal and external forces and moments acting on the 
object simultaneously. 

Based on the existing impedance controllers for cooperative manipulation, a cascade controller is 
designed to con trol both the motion and the internal forces and moments of the object. The inner 
loop consists of distributed inverse dynamics controllers, to con trol the motion of the system. The 
outer loop consists of distributed impedance controllers, to control the object's internal forces and 
moments. In contrast to the results given in literature, stability and asymptotic stability are proven for 
both loops. This is clone using the Lyapunov stability theory and LaSalle's invariance principle. 

Furthermore, it is shown that the control structure can be extended with an object impedance 
controller to control the object/environment contact forces and moments. With the designed con
troller, the contact dynamics can be shaped by tuning the parameters of the object impedance con
troller. Knowledge of the environment is required. In contrast to published results regarding object 
impedance con trol to handle undesired contact with the environment, stability and asymptotic stability 
of the system are proven. 

Finally, simulations are performed to demonstrate the importance of controlling the motion and 
internal and external forces and moments. Guidelines are given on how to tune the impedance param
eters of the internal force-based impedance controller. By specifying a desired internal force trajectory, 
the compression, tension, bending and torsion of the object can be controlled. lt is even possible to 
control low frequent disturbance forces acting on the object. For the object impedance controller, a 
commanded contact force and moment trajectory can be specified in the directions of contact. The 
simulations demonstrate that the designed controller can shape the contact dynamics, while simulta
neously controlling the motion and internal forces and moments of the object. 



Samenvatting 

Coöperatieve manipulatie is een onderzoeksgebied van de robotica dat zich richt op de samenwerk
ing van meerdere manipulatoren die een gemeenschappelijke taak uitvoeren. Als gevolg van contact 
tussen het gemeenschappelijk vastgepakte object, manipulatoren en de omgeving, is het regelen van 
deze systemen complexer dan het regelen van een enkele manipulator. Naast de beweging van de ma
nipulatoren en het object, moeten ook de interne krachten en momenten van het object en de krachten 
en momenten als gevolg van contact met de omgeving worden geregeld. 

De coöperatief manipulerende systemen beschouwd in dit onderzoek bestaan uit robots met een 
vaste basis, hebben geen overbodige vrijheidsgraden, starre links en niet-flexibele joints . Er is aange
nomen dat het starre, te manipuleren object stevig wordt vastgepakt (geen vrijheidsgraden) door de 
stijve grijpers. Kennis van de kinematica en dynamica van de manipulatoren en van de geometrie 
van het te manipuleren object wordt verondersteld aanwezig te zijn. Het coöperatief manipulerende 
systeem opereert in een bekende omgeving. 

In de literatuur worden verscheidene regelaars voor coöperatieve manipulatie besproken; hybrid 
control , inverse dynamics, passivity-based control, impedance control en synchronization. Uit deze 
regelaars is impedance control geselecteerd als het meest geschikte en praktische algoritme voor 
coöperatieve manipulatie, want de interactie tussen componenten van het systeem wordt dynamisch 
gemodelleerd. Het is hierbij mogelijk om tegelijkertijd de beweging van het object en de interne en 
externe krachten en momenten op het object te regelen. 

Een cascade controller, gebaseerd op bestaande impedance controllers voor coöperatieve manip
ulatie, is ontworpen om zowel de beweging als de interne krachten en momenten van het object te 
regelen. De binnenste regellus bestaat uit een inverse dynamics controller voor iedere manipulator om 
de beweging van het systeem te regelen . De buitenste regellus bestaat uit een impedance controller 
voor iedere manipulator om de interne krachten en momenten in het object te regelen. In tegen
stelling tot gepubliceerde resultaten zijn stabiliteit en asymptotische stabiliteit bewezen voor beide 
regellussen. Voor deze bewijzen is gebruik gemaakt van de stabiliteitstheorie van Lyapunov en het 
invariantie principe van LaSalle. 

Verder is er aangetoond dat de regelaar kan worden uitgebreid met een object impedance controller 
om de contactkrachten en -momenten tussen object en omgeving te regelen. Door de parameters van 
de ontworpen impedance controller te tunen, kan de dynamica van het contact tussen het object en 
de omgeving worden vormgegeven. Hiervoor is kennis van de omgeving vereist. In tegenstelling 
tot gepubliceerde resultaten met betrekking tot object impedance control om met ongewenst contact 
tussen object en omgeving om te gaan, zijn stabiliteit en asymptotische stabiliteit bewezen. 

Tenslotte zijn er simulaties uitgevoerd om het belang aan te tonen van het regelen van zowel de be
weging van het object als de interne en externe krachten en momenten werkend op het object. Er zijn 
richtlijnen gegeven voor het tunen van de parameters van de interne kracht-gebaseerde impedance 
controller. Compressie, strekking, buiging en torsie van het object kunnen worden geregeld door 
gewenste signalen voor de interne krachten en momenten te specificeren. Het is zelfs mogelijk om 
laag frequente verstoringen op het object te onderdrukken. Voor de object impedance controller kun-
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nen in de richtingen van contact voor de contactkrachten en -momenten gewenste signalen worden 
gespecificeerd. De simulaties tonen aan dat met de ontworpen regelaar de contact dynamica kan 
worden vormgegeven en tegelijkertijd de beweging en interne krachten en momenten van het object 
kunnen worden geregeld. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and background 

Multiple robotic manipulators working together to execute a common task is called cooperative ma
nipulation. Cooperative manipu lation is an important capability for extending the domain of robotic 
applications. lt allows multiple robots to work together, so tasks that are difficult or impossible to exe
cute fora single robot become feasible. Over the past few years, the use of a collection of manipulators 
to work on a common task gets more attention, because the costs for robotic hardware , process ing 
power and software continue to decrease. 

The cooperation of multiple manipulators, performing common tasks, can have significant advan
tages over application of a single robot, like a human being using two arms has an advantage over 
one using only one arm. There are numerous examples of tasks that benefit from the use of multiple 
manipulators (see figure u). For example, carrying heavy or large payloads. By using multiple manip
ulators, the weight can be distributed among several smaller and less expensive robots and the load 
can be handled in a safer manner. Another example is the increased speed of the assembly of multiple 
parts , without using special fixtures. The assembly of objects in space is easier, since no fixed work
bench is required. Also, using multiple robots has the advantage that even objects that are flexible or 
possess extra degrees of freedom can be hand led in a sim pier manner, com pa red to a single robot. A 
large number of cooperative manipu lation tasks include situations where the manipulators grasp an 
obj ect in contact with the environment. Some examples are scribing, painting, grinding, polish ing, 
contour following, object aligning and platting. 

In practice, there are many different types of manipulators and systems related to cooperative 
manipu lation . For example, a manipulator can be fixed to one position or mounted on a mobile 
platform. The links of the manipu lator can be stiff or flexib le, the joints can be revolute or prismatic, 
rigid or flexible and a manipulator can be kinematically redundant (more degrees of freedom than 
required) or non-redundant. The end-effector of the manipulator can be rigid or fl exible. It can consist 
of a simpte tool, a few fingers or even a hand with multiple fingers, the latter increasing the complexity 
of the system to be controlled , but extending the possibilities to handle complex tasks . The object that 
is being manipu lated by multiple robots can also be rigid or flexible. lt can have a geometry that is 
known or unknown, dynamica[ properties that are known or unknown , and constant or even time
varying. Even the contact/connection between manipulators and object can be described in different 
ways: it can be fixed (no degrees of freedom), tight (with one rotationa l degree of freedom), or even 
loose, possibly resulting in slippage of the object. 

Controlling a system, consisting of multi ple manipulators, represents a significant increase in 
complexity over the single arm case, due to the presence of kinema tic and dynamic interactions be
tween manipulators , manipulated object and environment. The potentia l of coopera tive manipulation 



(a) Two NASA rovers handling a large beam (34]. (b) Model of two Stanford Assistant Mobile Manipula
tors handling a large object (54]. 

(c) Cooperative Manipulation Testbed of the Robonaut (d) Spot-welding of a car component using two cooper-
program (33]. ative robots (21]. 

Figure 1.1: Examples related to cooperative manipulation. 

can only be achieved with an efficient con trol strategy. Apart from controlling the motion of the sys
tem, it is also important to control the forces acting on the system. When multiple manipulators 
handle a common object, the object and manipulators can form one or multiple closed kinematic 
chains. This can lead to significant internal forces and moments in the object or system. In case of 
object manipulation, the object and/or manipulators will eventually make contact with the environ
ment. To prevent damage of the object, manipulators and environment, it is important to control the 
forces and moments that arise in case of contact. Finally, the object may be subject to disturbances. 
For safe and precise manipulation, it is important that the controller can handle system disturbances. 
Summarizing, the controller has to deal with different phases of the system, such as free motion of 
the manipulators (open chain kinematics), contact with the object to be manipulated (closed chain 
kinematics) and contact of the manipulators and object with the environment. 

Over the past decades, several control structures have been designed and tested on various sys
tems with cooperative manipulation. Examples are master/slave control, hybrid control, feedback 
linearization, impedance control and synchronization. Each control structure has its own advantages 
and disadvantages. The most qualified con trol structure strongly depends on the characteristics of the 
manipulators, object, grasping and the tasks to be performed. 
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1.2 Problem description 

In this research, the cooperative manipulating systems consist of non-redundant manipulators 
that are mounted on a fixed base. The links of the manipulators are assumed to be stiff and the joints 
feature no flexibility. The end-effectors are considered rigid. The object being manipulated is also 
assumed to be rigid and the manipulators have a fixed grasp on the object (i. e. no degrees of free
dom). Grasping of the object is not considered; it is assumed that the object is already grasped by the 
manipulators. Furthermore, it is assumed that knowledge of the manipulator kinematics, dynamics 
and object geometry are available. The dynamics of the object are not required. Finally, it is assumed 
that the manipulators and object operate in a known environment. 

The research problem can be stated as follows. For the system described above, design a suitable 
and efficient control structure to deal with motion of the manipulated object and internal, external and 
disturbance forces acting on this object. The control structure should be able to handle the motion 
of the system as a closed kinema tic chain between manipulators and the object. The internal forces 
and moments should be controlled such that damage of the object is avoided and it's deformation 
can be controlled and avoided. In case of contact with the environment, the controller should be 
able to achieve a desired contact force between the object and environment. For all quantities to be 
controlled (motion, internal and external forces and moments), the controller should be able to track 
a pre-specified trajectory. 

1.3 Outline 

The outline of the report is as follows . In chapter 2, a literature survey is performed to investigate 
the current control structures and their advantages and disadvantages. In this chapter, the most suit
able control structure is selected for the system described in the previous section. In chapter 3, a model 
of the kinema tics, dynamics and constraints of the system is given and the controllers to control the 
motion and internal forces and moments of the object are discussed. For both controllers a stabi lity 
and asymptotic stability analys is is performed. The controllers are applied on a simulated setup. The 
simulation results for a free moving object are discussed in chapter 4, together with a detailed de
scription of the system. Contact of the object with the environment is considered in chapter 5. In this 
chapter, first the model of the environment and the controller to control the object/environment con
tact forces are discussed. Again, the (asymptotic) stability of the controller is investigated and assisted 
by simulation results . In the final chapter the conclusions and recommendations are presented. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature survey 

Most of the con trol approaches to cooperative manipulation can be classified as force/motion con
trol schemes, because the contra! action is decomposed into motion and force control loops [7]. They 
aim at tracking of the desired object trajectory and controlling the internal loading of the object and/or 
the force applied to the environment. Early approaches are based on the master/slave concept. One 
manipulator, the master arm, is in charge ofimposing the absolute motion of the object. This arm is 
position controlled to achieve accurate and robust tracking of the position/orientation reference tra
jectories , in the face of external disturbances. In other words , the master arm is control led to have a 
stiff behavior. The slave arm, which is equipped with a force sensor, is force controlled to achieve a 
compliant behavior. The slave arm has to follow the motion imposed by the master arm. A natura! 
evolution ofthis approach is the leader/follower approach, where the follower arm reference motion 
is computed via the closed chain constraints. 

According to [7] these approaches suffered from implementation issues , mainly due to the fact that 
the compliance of the slave arms has to be very large, so as to follow the motion imposed by the master 
arm smoothly. Also, difficulties arise when the role of the master and slave has to be assigned fora 
cooperative task, since the master /slave modes may need to be dynamically changed during the task. 
Therefore, several non-master/slave approaches are investigated. 

The control strategi es that are investigated in this chapter are hybrid control, inverse dynamics, 
passivity-based control, impedance control and synchronization. For each contra! structure, the ad
vantages and disadvantages are discussed and the most suitable and efficient control algorithm is 
selected. 

2.1 Hybrid control 

Hybrid position/force contra! is one of the first non-master/slave contra! algorithms used for co
operative manipulation. The basic idea behind this algorithm is to partition the control task in a 
certain coordinate space into two independent tasks. One task is the motion contra! along a prede
termined part of the coordinates (directions). The other task is con trol of interaction farces between 
the robot and the environment along the rest of the coordinates (directions). The hybrid manipulator 
controller "must take care of the sole artificial constraints, while ignoring the natura! constraints. This 
is motivated assuming that there is no need to control variables already subject to constraints by the 
environment" [10]. The number of these coordinates in both tasks represents the total number of 
controllable degrees of freedom (DOF) of the manipulator [56]. 

Raibert and Craig laid the foundation for hybrid position/force contra! for manipulators [36]. They 
focussed on handling an object with only one manipulator. The hybrid method proposed, suggested a 
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control architecture in which feedback control laws can be applied. Position measurements are made 
in the joint space, the control input is determined in the operational space, and the actuation is again 
made in the joint space. The coordinate transformation from joint space to operational space and 
back is clone with use of the manipulator Jacobian matrix. Each DOF in the operational space is used 
for either position or force control, so for each DOF the proper control action is active whereas the 
other one is ignored. This avoids unwanted interference between the two controllers since force and 
position control actions are decoupled. The diagonal selection matrix, with each diagonal element 
being 1 or o, specifies the partition of the DOF in position controlled coordinates and force controlled 
coordinates. This partition should be based on knowledge of the environment and task at hand. Due 
to a back-transformation of the force and position from the operational space to the joint space, each 
joint always contributes to control ofboth force and position. 

Uchiyama, Iwasawa and Hakomori [53] extended the theory for the single arm manipulator to a 
two-arm manipulator system. Position and force control are determined in the global operational 
space (workspace). 

Hayati [17] extended the theory fora single arm manipulator of Raibert and Craig toa system with 
multiple manipulators. In the position control subspace he provided a feature that allows the arms 
to exert additional forces/torques to achieve compression, tension, or torsion in the object, without 
affecting the execution of the motion trajectories. In the force control subspace a method is introduced 
to minimize the total force/torque while realizing the desired force/torque on the environment. The 
controller uses both feedback and feedforward signals. 

Uchiyama and Dauchez [51, 52] also extended the theory of Raibert and Craig to a system with 
multiple manipulators. They introduced the concept of "virtual stick" to make a distinction between 
external (motion related) and internal object forces/moments. Only the end-effector forces/moments 
have to be measured to determine the internal and external forces, based on the Jacobian matrix. In 
this hybrid controller the position and internal forces are controlled separately, based on the selection 
matrix. By controlling the internal forces , safe manipulation of the object can be achieved. 

In figure 2.1 an example of a hybrid position/force controller is shown. The upper loop controls 
the position, the lower loop is for force control. The command vector r,,, to the actuators of the 
manipulators is given by a position contribution rp and a force contribution r1i 

The command vector for the position control is given by 

Tp = Kx l s-l Gx(s)SB(xo .d - xo) 

and the command vector for the force control is given by 

Th = K1iJ/ G1i(s)(J - S)(ho.d - ho) . 

q 
Xo Xo+-q 

ho ~------1 ho+-h 
h 

Multi
arm 

system 

Figure 2.1: Hybrid positionlforce con trol scheme [7]. 
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The matrix B transforms the errors on the orientation angles into equivalent rotation vectors. The 
matrix j, is the Jacobian matrix that transforms the joint velocity ei into the task-space velocity uo. The 
matrix operators Cx (s) and C 1, (s) represent the position and force con trol laws. The gain matrices 
Kx and K1, are assumed to be diagonal; their diagonal elements convert velocity and force commands 
into actuator commands. The matrix S is the selection matrix and / is the identity matrix having the 
same dimensions as S. The vectors of measured joint variables and measured end-effector generalized 
forces are denoted by q and h, respectively. Their transformation to the operational space is denoted 
by x o and ho, respectively, and an index "d" is used for the desired trajectories. 

Applying a hybrid position/force controller does not always lead to a stable system. Raibert and 
Craig already discovered this during their experimental work [36]. According to [16] and [31] this 
instability is caused by an inappropriate kinematic coordinate transformation in the feedback path 
(instability can occur fora manipulator with revolute joints, even when the Jacobian is far from being 
singular). This instability is often termed "kinematic instability" in literature. In [31] the authors 
conclude that the stability when applying the controller described by Raibert and Craig depends on a 
proper choice of the selection matrix and the interactions of the system (since a decoupled controller is 
used, it is not certain that the whole system is stabilized). In case of instability this occurs even when 
the manipulators are not in contact with the object or environment. The authors of [16] conclude that 
Raibert and Craig's hybrid controller is never unstable when applied to rigid constraints. Instability is 
the result of the assumed compliance (or in some cases absence) of the constraints. 

Another difficulty that limits the application of the hybrid controller for manipulators is the use of 
the selection matrix [ro]. Detailed knowledge of the system is required to split the coordinate space 
into position and force controlled subspaces. "This decision is made once, after that there is no way to 
modify the behavior of the controller according to what actually happens in the manipulator environ
ment." The selection matrices nullify sensor information, which is supposed to be negligible, white 
it could be very helpful when Jack of knowledge of the environment becomes significant. Planning 
errors may affect proper operation of the scheme: a direction along which contact is not expected is 
position controlled, even when contact occurs. 

The hybrid approach results in a scheme whose structure has to be changed in each phase of a 
given task. Due to this changing structure the continuity of the control law can be ensured only in a 
perfectly structured world in which planning of the trajectories can be carried out with mathematica! 
precision [ro]. Switching is necessary during the transition toa different mechanica! behavior of the 
environment. Changing the con trol structure requires detailed knowledge of the manipulator envi
ronment. Therefore, it is not possible to perform fundamental operations, such as self-adjustments of 
small planning errors or recovery from unexpected impacts where large contact forces may arise. 

Chiaverini and Sciavicco [ro] have proposed a solution to the two drawbacks mentioned above, 
called the parallel approach. In this approach confticting situations between position and force tasks 
are managed using a priority strategy: the force control loop is designed to prevail over the position 
control loop. Large contact forces are prevented and recovery from unplanned collisions is guaranteed 
automatically, due to the complete use of the available sensor measurements. However, the perfor
mance of the system is reduced in case of contact. 

Contact of the manipulators or object with the environment requires a different stiffness of the 
servo system in the robot's joints compared to free motion (56]. "A significant drawback of the explicit 
force control is related to the contradictory requirements concerning position and force control sub
tasks. Namely, position control requires a relatively high stiffness of the servo system in the robot's 
joints. On the contrary, force con trol requires a relatively low stiffness of the robot, in order to ensure 
the end-effector behaves compliantly with the environment." 

A serious attack on hybrid control for robotics is made by Duffy [13] , who warns for the fallacious 
use of the theory of orthogonality. "Conclusion: Modern hybrid control theory based on definition of 
orthogonality ... is completely devoid of meaning whether from the point of view of practicability or 
geometry. For, when we use such a theory to determine whether two given instantaneous motions 
are 'orthogonal' we encounter (i) dimensional inconsistency, (ii) dependence of choice of units, (iii) 
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dependence of choice of the origin of coordinates." Correct results in papers might be the result of the 
simplicity or symmetry of the problem and should therefore be considered with care. 

In [14) the authors mention a drawback of Raibert and Craigs hybrid controller in case of multiple 
contact points with the environment. Because both force and position are controlled in the same single 
Cartesian frame, not all three dimensional contact states can be described. Two examples are given to 
illustrate the problem. As a solution the authors propose to use two separate vector spaces for force 
and motion control. In this way general contact states can be described. 

Other researchers have extended the hybrid theory for multiple manipulators. Khatib [23) pro
posed a unified approach where hybrid position/force control is combined with nonlinear dynamic 
decoupling (this paper is more related to end-effector control, rather than cooperative manipulation). 
Knowledge of the manipulators and object is required, but stability of the system can be assured. 

In (55) contact of the manipulators with the environment is analyzed and an exponentially stable 
adaptive controller is proposed. The position trajectory is scaled along the interaction direction to 
achieve both force and position tracking along the unconstrained directions. The sealing is based on 
the stiffness of the environment. In case the stiffness is unknown, a time-varying sealing factor is 
used. Simulations or experiments were not carried out to confirm the stability. This controller can 
only be used in case there is contact with the environment. 

In [58] hybrid position/force control is combined with a nonlinear state feedback that completely 
linearizes and decouples the system (in case of a perfect model) for the control of an object in contact 
with the environment. Both the manipulator and the object dynamics are taken into account in the 
controller. The controller controls the motion of the object, the constraint force and the internal force 
separately. 

About hybrid control for cooperative manipulators in general it can be concluded that the algo
rithm is well suitable in those cases where strict knowledge of the manipulators, environment and the 
reference trajectory is available. However, the use of the selection matrix limits the application of the 
algorithm in more complex tasks. Unexpected contact with the environment may lead to damage if 
the specific degree of freedom is purely motion controlled. To overcome this problem, a dominant 
force con trol loop or sealing of the motion reference trajectories has been proposed. Also, the stability 
of the system cannot be guaranteed due to the inappropriate kinematic coordinate transformation, 
termed kinematic instability. 

2.2 Inverse dynamics 

A control algorithm that is applicable in more general situations is the inverse dynamics approach. 
Tuis approach makes use of the knowledge of the manipulator and/or object dynamics. The dynamics 
of a system where multiple manipulators are holding a common object are nonlinear and coupled. 
Using separate control loops to control force and position, like the hybrid controller, can lead to an 
unstable system. To obtain a stable, decoupled and linearized system several inverse dynamics ap
proaches are discussed in literature; all require knowledge of the dynamics of the manipulators and 
most of them knowledge of the commonly held object. They can roughly be divided into two cate
gories: the dynamics of the system can either be described in the joint space or in the operational 
space, leading to a linearizing controller in the joint space or operational space respectively. 

2.2.1 Joint space 

In [46] two six-link robot arms working on the same object are considered. Using Lagrange's 
principle, the equations of motion of the manipulators and the object are determined in the joint 
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space and can be described by 

M(q)q + C(q , q)q + g(q) = JT.f~ (2.4) 

with q the generalized coordinates expressed in the joint space (dirn(q) = 8), M(q) the inertia ma
trix (also termed kinetic energy matrix), C(q, q) the matrix representing the Coriolis and centrifugal 
forces, g(q) the gravitational terms, ./~ the forces and moments in the operational space (the consid
ered control input) and J representing the geometrie manipulator jacobian to convert the forces and 
moments in the operational space ./~ to the joint driving torques in the joint space r, so r = Jr.f~- lt 
is assumed that each robot "firmly grasps" the object, so that only a rotation between the end-effector 
and the object is possible. The object is considered as part of the last link of the manipulator. The 
mass of the object is divided into n parts, with n the number of manipulators, and each manipulator 
is responsible for one part of the object mass by adding it to the mass of the last link. For the 8 output 
functions h of the system, the position and orientation of the object, together with two other outputs 
to make the configuration of the closed chain unique, are taken in the world coordinate frame. The 
nonlinear feedback to linearize and input-output decouple the system reads 

r = a(z) + f3(z)u (2.5) 

with z = [ q q ] r the vector of states, a(z) and f3(z) depending on the Lie derivatives of the output 
functions and u the new con trol input. The algorithm is applicable if the number of outputs is less 
than or equal to the number of inputs (in this case there are 12 inputs (joint driving torques) and 8 
outputs). In combination with the coordinate transformation 

with p = dirn(h) = 8 the number of outputs and lf the Lie derivative of the respective output function 
h along the unforced dynamics f( z). Since dirn(q) = dirn(h) = 8, the input-output linearization is 
equivalent to feedback linearization. The linear and decoupled system reads 

y 

Al;+ Bu 

Cl; 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

with l; the new state, u the new control input and A, B and C having a special diagonal structure. 
The decoupling results in several independent subsystems, that can be controlled by linear control 
techniques. 

In the above approach the position of the object is controlled, but contact or internal forces are not 
considered. The case when the object is in contact with the environment is considered in (59]. In this 
paper, the object is moved along a surface of the environment and the motion of the object, the force 
applied by the second manipulator and the normal contact force are controlled. [t is assumed that 
the dynamics of the object are known. The contact forces are taken into account in the equations of 
motion. The same controller (2.5) can be used to obtain a linear and decoupled system. The linearized 
subsystem for the position of the object is a second order system. A constant PO feedback is used 
to achieve the required performance. The linearized subsystems controlling the forces are referred 
to as "zero order systems" (zero relative degree). An integration feedback is utilized to stabilize these 
subsystems. Simulations were carried out, consisting of two planar manipulators moving an object 
along a surface. 

In [28] the equations of motion of the whole system are also determined in the joint space. The 
equations of motion of the object are used as a dynamic coupling between the manipulators. Since 
there are more joint coordinates (and actuators) than DOFs of the system, a reduced order model is 
determined, using pseudo-velocities IJ, to obtain an independent set of generalized coordinates 

1J = B(q)cj (2.8) 
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with B(q) a to be selected (2N - 6 x 2N) matrix to make the (2N x 2N) matrix [ A(q)T B(q)Tr non
singular (see [28]) , with N = dim(q) the number of joints of a manipulator. A controller is deter
mined, based on the inverse dynamics. The solution to the inverse dynamics is underspecified, since 
the number of joint torques exceeds the number of equations. This results in infinitely many solutions 
to the inverse dynamics. The controller consists of two parts. The first part is a feedforward signal 
that decouples the force and pseudo-velocities in the ideal case (no modeling errors, uncertainties or 
disturbances) . The second part compensates for modeling errors and disturbance effects. Due to the 
decoupling, the forces and pseudo-velocities can be controlled separately. 

Apart from the closed chain formulation, mentioned in [46] , the same authors have also proposed 
a force control approach in [47]. The dynamics of each manipulator are determined separately in the 
joint space. It is assumed that each manipulator has a force/torque sensor installed at its end-effector. 
As output functions, the position of the first manipulator and the position and force of the second 
manipulator are chosen. The system is written in a state-space format and the same control structure 
(2.5) is applied to linearize and output decouple the system. 

2.2.2 Operational space 

Controlling both the force and position in the joint space is not straightforward, because the space 
where the robot tasks are specified (at the end-effectors or at the object) is not the same as where the 
control is taking place (at the joints) [25]. Joint space control requires costly transformations where 
joint-space descriptions are obtained from the robot task specifications. In [25] Khatib states: 

"Joint space control is incompatible with the requirements of constrained tasks, which involve 
simultaneous motion and force control. Joint space dynamic models provide a description of the 
dynamic interaction between joint axis. However, what is needed in the analysis and design of force 
control algorithms is a description of the dynamic interaction between the end-effector or manipulated 
object and mating parts." 

Therefore, a more practical control algorithm is developed where the equations of motion and the 
controller are expressed in coordinates of the end-effector (the operational space). 

Several approaches to model the manipulators and dynamic object in the operational space have 
been discussed in literature. In [24, 26, 9] the augmented object is discussed. The grasp between 
manipulators and object is assumed to be tight. A fixed point on the manipulated object is selected 
as the operational point. Using the manipulator Jacobian matrix J(q), the equations of motion of the 
manipulators can be transformed from the joint space to the operational space. Together with the 
equations of motion of the manipulated object, the dynamics of the whole system in operational space 
read 

M(x)x + C(x, i) + g (x) = F (2.9) 

with x the operational space coordinates, M(x) the operational space inertia matrix, C (x, i) the Corio
lis and centrifugal forces, g (x) the gravitational forces and F the applied forces. The operational space 
inertia matrix is obtained by combining the matrices of the object and manipulators 

n 

M(x) = M0 (x ) + L M;(x ) (2.10) 
i=I 

with Mi (x ) the operational space inertia matrix of manipulator i and M0 the inertia matrix of the 
object. The other elements of equation (2.9) are determined in a similar way. The dynamic decoupling 
and motion control of the object in operational space is achieved by selecting the control structure 

F = M(x )u + ê(x, i ) + g (x ) (2.11) 

where " ' " represents an estimate and u represents the input of the decoupled system. In case of 
perfect nonlinear decoupling, the system reduces to 

(2.12) 
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with /111 the m x m identity matrix. 

In case of redundant manipulators it becomes possible to control the manipulator's internal force, 
because there are more actuators than DOFs of the end-effector. The dynamically consistent relation
ship between joint torques and operational forces for redundant manipulator systems is 

(2.13) 

with J(q) the non-square manipulator Jacobian and JT#(q) the generalized inverse of JT (q). The 
first part represents the external, motion related forces TE and the second part represents the internal 
forces in the manipulator r,. 

In [20] the control ofboth motion and internal force of aparts-matching system (such as screwing 
a nut onto a bolt) is discussed. The manipulator dynamics are determined in the joint space; the dy
namics of the manipulated object are determined in an object fixed frame. The dynamics of the whole 
system are determined from the velocity of the contact point ( v('(J, 11 ) between object and manipulators, 
assuming a rigid grasp 

Vcont = J cj = Joi (2.14) 

with J" the Jacobian from object velocity to the end-effector velocity and ,t the generalized velocities of 
the parts-matching system. By calculating the acceleration of the contact point 

(2.15) 

the equations of motion of the object and the manipulators can be combined, resulting in the abbre
viated equation of motion 

(2.16) 

with F1 the internal forces of the object and r the joint torques. A feedback linearizing controller was 
proposed to control both the motion and internal force 

(2.17) 

where the index "d" denotes a desired trajectory. Matrices K v and Kp should be chosen to result in 
stable motion error dynamics and the constant kf should be positive definite. In case contact with the 
object by the manipulators is lost, the system's behavior becomes unpredictable. 

In [29] the equations of motion of the manipulators and manipulated object are combined, using 
the derivative of the kinema tic constraints for manipulator i 

·· J-I •• J - 1)· · q; = i X; - i ;q; (2.18) 

with x; the position of the end-effector of manipulator i. The equations of motion are expressed in a 
state-space description. The inverse dynamics controller 

F = a(z) + /J(z)u (2.19) 

is combined with a state transformation to obtain the linear and decoupled system. Experiments were 
clone on a planar, two-manipulator setup. 

In [5] special attention is paid to controlling the orientation of the manipulator end-effector. The 
dynamics of the manipulator are modeled in the joint space as 

M(q)ëj + C(q, q)q + d(q, q) + g(q) = r (2.20) 

with M(q) the inertia matrix, C(q, cj )q the Coriolis and centripetal torques, d(q. q) the friction torques, 
g(q) the gravitational torques and r the driving torques. Using inverse dynamics, the driving torque 
is chosen as 

r = M(q)J(q) - 1 (11 -j(q ,cj)q) + C(q,q)<j +d(q,cj) +g(q) 

11 
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with u = [ u; u~ f the new control input or resolved translational u1 and angular Ua acceleration 

(2.22) 

A subscript "d" denotes a desired quantity and t:.x1 = Xd.t -x1 , with x 1 the position of the end-effector. 
The resolved angular acceleration ua depends on the choice of parametrization. Without going into 
detail, the following resolved angular accelerations are suggested when respectively Euler angles, unit 
quaternions or the angle/axis representation is used 

Ua = T(</J) (4> + kvat:.<Î> + kpat:.</J) + T(</J, <Î>)<Î> (2.23) 

Ua = Wd + kva!':.w + kpaE (2.24) 

Ua = L - l Wd + l Wd - Liv - lw + kva~ + kPa~ 1 ( T • T • • ) (2.25) 

with </J the vector of three Euler angles, T (</J) a transformation matrix from <Î> to the angular velocity 
w, !':.</J = </Jd - </J, t:.w = Wd - w and kva and kpa positive definite matrices. Euler angles use 
three parameters, whereas the unit quaternion and angle/axis representation use four parameters to 
describe the orientation error between two frames: a vector r and an angle 0 about that vector. For the 
unit quaternion 

and for the angle/axis representation 

1 

2 (n x nd + s x Sd + a x ad) 

1 
l - 2 (A(nd)A(n) + A(sd)A(s) + A(ad)A(a)) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

with" x "the cross product, A(x) E JR3 x 3 a skew symmetrie matrix of the vector x E JR3 and n, s 
and a, and nd, Sd and ad the orthogonal unit vectors of their rotation matrices: R = [ n s a ] and 
Rd = [ nd Sd ad ] . 

The performance and computational burden of the three angular parameterizations are compared 
for experiments. In [5) the authors conclude that Euler angles result in the worst performance, mainly 
due to singularities in the representation. For small errors the unit quaternion and angle/axis repre
sentation give similar results for performance, but for large errors the unit quaternion performs better, 
since for the angle/axis representation the error reduces when 101 > rr /2. For the computational bur
den, Euler angles are the most expensive. The angle/axis representation is computationally cheaper, 
so better suitable for real time computation, than the unit quaternion. 

About the inverse dynamics approach in general it can be concluded that advantage is taken from 
the knowledge of the complete system dynamics and kinematics. The linearization of the system 
makes it possible to use simple, linear con trol techniques for performance. In case of redundant ma
nipulators, also the manipulator internal forces can be controlled. However, the controllers discussed 
above do not mention the case of grasping an object or contact of the system with the environment. 
When the motion control is performed in the operational space, it is important to select a proper 
orientation parametrization to avoid singularity problems and reduce the computational burden. 

2.3 Passivity-based control 

The inverse dynamics based approaches described in the previous section "rely on cancelation of 
nonlinearities in the system dynamics. Passivity-based methods do not rely on cancelation of non
linearities and hence, do not lead toa linear closed-loop system, not even in the exact case of no un
certainty" [42]. "Roughly speaking, a passive system is characterized by the property that at any time 
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the amount of energy which the system can conceivably supply to its environment can not exceed the 
amount of energy that has been supplied to it" [r8]. 

One of the first publications related to manipulator passivity-based control is discussed by Takegaki 
and Arimoto in [45]. Here, the control of a single manipulator is considered. The equations of motion 
of the manipulator are expressed in terms of the kinetic and potential energy of the manipulator. Both 
joint space control and operational space control are considered. The designed controllers compensate 
for the potential energy of the system. The feedback part of the controller (P-action and dam ping) 
assures tracking of a reference trajectory. Using Lyapunov stability theory and LaSalle's invariance 
principle, stability and asymptotic stability are proven. 

The advantage of passivity-based control over inverse dynamics control is related to robust and 
adaptive control [42]. For standard passivity-based control, consider the equations of motion of the 
system in the joint space 

M(q)ij + C(q. cj)q + g(q) = r. (2.29) 

The control input T is chosen as 

T = M(q)a + C(q , cj)v + g(q) - Kr (2.30) 

where the quantities v, a and r are given by 

V ljd-req 

a Û = Îjd - r e,1 

r [f - V = eq + re,1 

with eq = q - qd and K and r constant, positive diagonal matrices. Substitution of the control law in 
the equations of motion, results in the nonlinear closed loop dynamics 

M(q),; + C(q . q)r - Kr = 0. (2.31) 

Asymptotic stability of èq = eq = 0 is proven using, the candidate Lyapunov function 

in combination with LaSalle's invariance principle. 

In [57] a general con trol law for the control of two hands with multiple fingers is presented, that 
can also be applied to multiple manipulators. The genera! control law reads 

(
iJEfl(q)) 

T = g(q) - B,1(q)cj - -.--
.Jq 

T 

(2.32) 

with B,1(q ) a positive semi-definite damping matrix. The overall potential function Efl(q) is chosen ac
cording to the selected impedance behaviors (it basically consists of the sum of the individual potential 
functions of all the stiffness components). 

In [35] passivity-based control is used for object avoidance of manipulators in a stiff and known 
environment. The equations of motion are represented by (2.29). The proposed candidate Lyapunov 
function reads 

1 1 
V(q, q) = --q T M(q)q + - e,; Kpeq 

2cpi/J 2 
(2.33) 

with K p positive definite, <p representing the obstacle and joint position constraints and 1/J represent
ing the rate constraints. 

Summarizing the results mentioned above, passivity-based control can be useful in special cases 
when inverse dynamics approaches cannot be used to achieve asymptotic stability. 
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2.4 Impedance control 

Impedance control for manipulators , in general, is an extension of the inverse dynamics approach. 
Interaction between the manipulator end-effectors and object and/or between the object and the envi
ronment is taken into account dynamically. "It differs from traditional control policies in that, instead 
of controlling one state variable (position, velocity or force) , it enforces a relation between them" [40]. 
One of the advantages of this control approach is that stability can be guaranteed in case of contact 
with a hard surface. Also, switching between control algorithms for cases with or without contact of 
the object with the environment is not necessary: one controller can be used for both conditions. Due 
to the coupling between force and position/velocity no separate control loops for motion and force are 
required. 

Hogan [19] investigated impedance control fora single manipulator in contact with the manipu
lated object. He concluded that the manipulator may not be treated as an isolated system. Manipula
tion requires the manipulator to be mechanically coupled to the object being manipulated: 

"Command and control of a vector such as position or force is not enough to control dynamic 
interaction between systems; the controller must also command and control a relation between port 
variables. In the most common case in which the environment is an admittance (e.g., a mass, possi
bly kinematically constrained) that relation should be an impedance, a function, possibly nonlinear, 
dynamic, or even discontinuous, specifying the force produced in response to a motion imposed by 
the environment." 

One of the first attempts to use impedances in the control of manipulators is discussed by Gold
enberg [15]. In this attempt, the model of the manipulators is linearized and several linear impedance 
relationships are used to model contact with the environment. Impedance control is combined with 
feedforward and feedback con trol, assuming an exact model of the robot. Measurements of interaction 
forces are not required and the controller does not depend on a model of the environment. 

Different attempts to use impedance control for multiple manipulator systems are discussed in 
literature. They can be divided in three categories [7]. In the first set, an impedance relationship is 
enforced between the manipulated object and the environment (termed object impedance control or 
centralized control). Tuis type of impedance control is related to the control of external forces . In 
the second set an impedance relationship is enforced between the object and manipulators (termed 
internal force-based impedance control or decentralized control) . These controllers aim at controlling 
the internal forces of the object. In the third set an impedance relationship is enforced between both 
object/environment and manipulators/object to control the internal and external forces. 

2.4.1 Object impedance control 

Object Impedance Control (OIC) aims at simultaneously controlling the motion of the object and 
the external forces acting on the object. Therefore, a relationship between the contact force of the 
object and the velocity of the object is modeled. In [40] this relationship is modeled as a linear mass
spring-damper system 

(2.34) 

with x the actual object position, Xd the desired object position (not the reference position), f exr the 
external force acting on the object (not from the manipulators) and md, kv and kp are independently 
specifiable for each DOF. Due to this impedance relationship the object "behaves as if it were attached 
to its environment by linear spring-damper systems in the linear degrees of freedom and also by un
coupled torsional spring/dampers to control rotational orientation" [40]. Knowledge of the dynamics 
of the manipulators and object is required to estimate the external forces. The control structure of 
the object impedance controller can be interpreted as follows. "First the measured and desired object 
position and velocity are used to calculate the impedance "force ," and the measured forces at each 
manipulator endpoint are used to estimate the external force on the object. The desired behavior 
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equations then produce a new desired acceleration command. Simple object kinematics then provide 
arm end point accelerations, and the object equations of motion are used to calculate consistent com
manded endpoint forces" [40]. Several experimental results were shown to illustrate the effect ofOIC, 
but stability of the control law is not investigated. 

Another attempt to control external forces is discussed in [32] and is termed Multiple Impedance 
Control (MIC). The control input is split into two parts: the motion part determines the forces required 
to make the end-effectors follow their desired path and the force part compensates for the manipulated 
object reaction forces exerted on the end-effectors . Under MIC, all cooperating manipulators and the 
manipulated object exhibit the same designated impedance behavior. Compared to object impedance 
control, MIC enforces an impedance behavior on both the manipulator end-effectors and the manipu
lated object. Also, the designed impedances for the manipulators and object have the same parameters 
(mass/inertia, dam ping and stiffness matrix). Although stability is not investigated, simulations of a 
linear model showed that MIC has better performance than OIC in the case of flexibility in the system 
(in the object, manipulators or the grasp of the object). For an object with light damping the OIC 
algorithm can become unstable if there is no contact. This is not the case when MIC is used. 

2.4.2 Internal force-based impedance control 

Internal Force-Based Impedance con trol aims at controlling the internal force of the object, rather 
than controlling the external force due to contact with the environment. Therefore, a relationship 
between the velocity of the object and the internal forces should be taken into account. "If the force 
in the impedance relationship is the total force imposed by the environment on the manipulator, then 
object dynamics will contribute to tracking and steady-state position errors of the object or objects" [2] . 
Internal force-based impedance control is also termed decentralized control, because it involves the 
motion variables of each manipulator separately. 

In [27] each manipulator is controlled based on the virtual internal model. "The idea of the virtual 
internal model is to modify the motion reference trajectory in case of contact with the environment, 
based on the dynamic behavior. In ordinary control systems the motion of a robot arm is controlled 
so as to follow a reference signa! as precisely as possible. However, in case of contact it is desired to 
modify the reference trajectory to prevent damage of the object and environment. This is clone with 
use of the virtual internal model, that acts as a virtual reference. The virtual internal model is driven by 
sensory information" [27]. The object dynamics are used to determine the internal force of the object, 
so knowledge of the object dynamics is required. The controller uses the inverse dynamics approach 
and the linear control input for manipulator i is split in two parts 

Il; = llmi + lÎ;. (2.35) 

with Û; the linear control input (in this case a PID controller) and 11 111 ; the impedance based contribu
tion. The impedance enforced between manipulator i and the object reads 

(2.36) 

with ~x = x 111 ; - Xd;, x 111 ; a modified (virtual) reference trajectory for manipulator i to cope with 
geometrie errors (x 111 ; = Xd; when no geometrie errors exist), Xd; the desired trajectory for manipulator 
i, h1; the internal forces and moments, h<11; the desired internal farces and moments and D 111 ;, 8 111 ; 

and S111 ; matrices to be selected. The internal force h 1; is determined from the object dynamics. Using 
i 111 ; = u111 ; from linearization, the impedance based contribution u111 ; can be determined from (2-36) 

llmi = i; + o,:} l - 8,,,;(-tm; - .td;) - Sm; (Xmi - Xdi) + (h !i - hdli)} . (2.37) 

In [2] the internal force of the object is determined with use of the kinematics (the object Jacobian), 
thus knowledge of the object dynamics is not required. Since the internal force component produces 
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Figure 2.2: lmpedance control scheme for internal and external forces [4, 8]. 

qiJ 

no net force on the object, it lies in the null space of the transposed of the object Jacobian J[. The 
internal forces h I are determined from the measured forces at the end-effectors h 

(2.38) 

with J[# the generalized inverse of J[ . Reference trajectories have to be specified for the manipulator 
end-effector positions and the internal forces. The desired internal forces must be chosen to lie in the 
range of the internal force projection operator (l -J[# J[). Stability of the system is verified using the 
Lyapunov theory, but asymptotic stability could not be proven (although the authors conjecture there 
is asymptotic stability) . The paper also discusses the influence and control parameter restrictions in 
case of computational delays. 

In [39] the controller of [2] is adapted and results in a decentralized impedance controller. The 
dynamics of the manipulated object are taken into account to make the control law a decentralized 
one. Furthermore, it is assumed that the manipulators are non-redundant, that is, the number of 
DOF of each manipulator is equal to the dimension of the operational space. The authors claim that 
asymptotic stability can be guaranteed if the matrices of the impedance relationship (equation (2.36)) 
are symmetrie and positive definite. However, in section 3.3.3 it will be shown that their analysis is 
incorrect. 

2.4.3 Object extemal and intemal force-based impedance control 

Several results were published that combine or extend the above mentioned impedance controllers, 
so that both the internal and external forces on the object can be controlled. In [37] the MIC law of 
[32] is extended with the virtual linkage approach to determine the relationship between the inner 
forces/torques in the object and the applied forces/torques by the manipulator end-effectors. Both 
open loop and closed loop controllers were proposed to control the internal forces and moments. 

In [8, 4] object impedance control of [40] and internal force-based impedance control of [2] are 
combined to control both the internal and external forces of the object. The control scheme is shown 
in figure 2.2. The inner motion control loop guarantees tracking of a reference end-effector trajectory 
Ik, . In [4] this is clone with a PID-controller, whereas in [8] the inverse dynamics approach is applied. 
The reference trajectory Ik, results from the desired end-effector trajectory lkd and the impedance 
relationship enforced between the manipulated object and the manipulators (internal force control). 
The desired end-effector trajectory lkd can be obtained from the object reference trajectory Te, through 
the closed-chain constraints. The impedance enforced between the object and environment relates the 
desired object trajectory Ted to the object reference trajectory Te, (external force control). The desired 
object reference Ted has to be specified by the user; a trajectory for internal forces , like in [2] , is not 
required, because it is assumed that ideally there should be no internal forces. 

In (4] individual activation/deactivation of the two impedances is discussed. Deactivation of each 
impedance filter can be achieved by simply zeroing the corresponding force feedback. Experiments 
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were carried out for the four cases. In case of pure position con trol, the position errors are small, but 
this is achieved at the cost of large internal and external forces . "The adoption of the sole external 
impedance allows to manage the interaction of the carried object with the environment, but cannot 
avoid building up of large internal stresses at the object. On the other hand, the adoption of a sole 
internal impedance reduces the internal forces and moments at the expense of possible slipping" 
of the object (in case of contact with the environment). "Finally, the adoption of both external and 
internal impedances achieves reduction of both external and internal forces and makes less likely the 
occurrence of slipping phenomena." When both impedances are activated, the internal and external 
forces are small est, but this comes at the price of larger position errors. 

In [4, 8] stability of the internal force-based impedance controller is not discussed, but the authors 
refer to [2] . Stability of the object impedance controller is investigated in [6] for the orientational 
directions. As long as the environment defines the passive mapping between the measured angular 
velocity w0 and the external moment µ ex , acting on the object, and the desired angular velocity of the 
object Wod is bounded, the overall system can be shown to remain stable. 

lt is worth noting that the authors of [6] designed impedance controllers for different orientation 
parameterizations (Euler angles , the angle/axis representation and unit quaternions), to match the 
motion controllers of [5]. The authors say that control schemes using a minimal set of parameters, 
such as Euler angles, "do not lead to a physical meaningful definition of the rotational part of the 
impedance equation, and they suffer from the occurrence of representation singularities." This prob
lem is overcome when the angle/axis representation or the unit quaternion is used. 

Summarizing the results of the impedance controllers , it can be concluded that, apart from motion 
control, it is important to control both the external and internal forces. This is clearly shown in [4]. 
If only an impedance relationship between object and environment is enforced, large internal forces 
and stresses may arise in case of contact with the environment. On the other hand, enforcing only 
an impedance behavior between object and manipulators may lead to large external forces in case of 
contact, possibly resulting in damage of the environment, object and/or manipulators. Keeping the 
internal forces low may even lead to slippage of the object. Stability of the impedance controllers is not 
always investigated. For the impedance controller to control the internal forces, asymptotic stability is 
not correctly proven. For the impedance controller to control the external object forces, stability can 
only be guaranteed fora passive mapping of the environment. 

2.5 Synchronization 

Synchronization control is a research direction related to the con trol of multiple manipulator sys
tems that is mainly given attention over the last few years. According to [38] synchronization may be 
defined as the mutual time conformity of two or more processes. 

The following advantage of synchronization control, compared to traditional manipulator con
trollers, is given in [43]. "Characterizing the majority of traditional parallel manipulator controllers, 
the con trol loop of an individual actuator receives only local feedback information from the controlled 
joint, and no feedback from other joints associated with the remaining actuators. Hence, disturbances 
in the control loop of one actuator cause an error that is corrected by this loop only, while the others do 
not respond. Since the trajectory of the end-effector is determined by all actuator motions, all actuated 
joints in the manipulator should be controlled in a synchronous manner so that a pre-determined 
trajectory can be followed with high tracking accuracy. Otherwise, tracking accuracy will be reduced 
due to uncoordinated motions of the actuated joints." 

Based on the type of interconnections (interactions) between the systems, different types of syn
chronization can be defined, namely natura! synchronization (no interactions), self
synchronization (interactions, but no artificially introduced external interactions, for example Huy
gens' pair of pendulum clocks hanging from a light weight beam) and controlled-synchronization 
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(external interactions). The latter can be divided in two categories: external or distributed synchro
nization (one object is more powerful than the others, and can be considered as independent of the 
motions of the other objects; leader-follower approach) and internal or centralized synchronization (all 
the synchronized objects occur in equal terms). 

The idea of synchronization is a straightforward extension of the classica! tracking controllers. 
Apart from following a desired trajectory, the controller also forces the motion of the separate manip
ulators to synchronize. Tuis improves the performance during transients or sudden disturbances on 
the robots, such as unknown payloads [38]. 

An example of a system with distributed synchronization is given in [30] , where two robot manip
ulators are synchronized in a leader-follower scheme. The control law of the follower synchronizes 
the follower with the leader. lt is assumed that only joint position measurements of the leader are 
available. The input torque of the leader, as well as the dynamica! model and its parameters, is con
sidered unknown, so it is not possible to use a model based observer for the leader. Instead, a virtual 
manipulator is designed to provide a velocity estimate of the unknown leader velocity to the control 
law of the follower. Since this type of controller is more related to coordinated manipulation, rather 
than cooperative manipulation, no further attention will be paid to external synchronization. 

Internal controlled-synchronization of multiple manipulators is treated in [38]. "It is assumed that 
the dynamic model of each manipulator is known and free of uncertainties and modeling errors. Only 
the angular position of all the robots can be measured. However, since the synchronization requires 
knowledge of the angular velocity and acceleration, these values are estimated with nonlinear model
based observers." The dynamic model of the i'h manipulator in the joint space is given by 

M;(q;)q; + C;(q;, q;)q; + g;(q;) = T; (2.39) 

with q;, q; and q; the angular position, velocity and acceleration of manipulator i, M; the inertia matrix, 
C; (q;, q; )q; the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, g; (q;) the gravity forces and r; the actuator 
torques. 

The mutual synchronization controller r; for the jlh robot (decentralized) is defined as 

where K p.i and Kd.i are positive definite gain matrices, s; and s; the synchronization errors 

S; = q; - qri 

s; q; - (Jri 

(2.40) 

and qr;, (Jri and qr; the reference signals to generate interactions between the robots and guarantee 
synchronous behavior 

n 

qy; qd- L Kcp_i.J (q; - q1 ) 

J=l,Ji=i 
n 

(Jri (Jd - L Kcv_i,j (q; - (JJ) 

J=l ,Ji=i 
n 

qy; = qd- L Kca_i,j (q; - ijj) (2.41) 
J=l,Ji=i 

with n the number of rigid joint robots and i, j = 1, .. . , n. The desired angular position, velocity and 
acceleration are denoted by qd, (Jd and ijd respectively. Note that each manipulator is synchronized 
with all other manipulators. Substitution of (2.40) in (2.39) results in the synchronization closed-loop 
system 

(2.42) 
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It is proven that the synchronization errors s;, .i·; are globally asymptotically sta bie if the control ga ins 
K,1 _; and K 1,_; are positive definite. In case only the angular position of the robots can be measured, 
the angular velocity and acceleration have to be estimated with an observer (for more details, see [38]). 

Due to the synchronization of each manipulator with all other manipulators in [38], the computa
tions can become expensive for larger numbers of manipulators. Therefore, the authors of [12] and 
[u] have proposed a control law based on a two-way-ring network (see figure 2.3). Each manipulator 
is provided with the following control law that only takes interactions with the neighbor-manipulators 
i - 1 and i + 1 into account 

r; = M;(q; )éj;,. + C;(q;. cj ;)q;,. + g;(q;) - Ki (ei; - q;,. ) + K2(ci; - 1 - èJ; - 1,) + K2(è/ ;+ 1 -ci;+1,) (2.43) 

with K I a positive definite matrix represen ting the feedback gain of the i 1
1, robot and K 2 another pos

itive definite matrix represen ting a coupling gain with the adjacent members. The reference velocity 
vector q;,. is defin ed as 

(2.44) 

with r a positive diagonal matrix, determining the ratio between the angular velocity error and the 
angular position error. Substitution of the control law (2-43) in the equations of motion (2 .39) results 
in the closed loop dynamics 

(2.45) 

G lobal exponential tracking of the reference trajectory can be achieved if K 1 - K 2 > 0 for 11 = 2, and 
K 1 - 2K2 > 0 for 11 ::'.. 3; assuming K 1. K2 > 0. Global exponential synchronization can be obtained 
when Ki + K2 > 0 for n = 2. 3, and K1 + 2K2 > 0 for 11 ::'.. 4. In genera!, two time-scales can be 
identified: the time it takes the manipulators to track the desired trajectory and the time it takes the 
manipulators to synchronize. "For an example of a two-robot network, K 2 > 0 ensures that the two 
robots synchronize fa ster than they follow the common desired trajectory, since K 1 + K 2 > K 1 - K 2, 

'v'K2 > O" [12] . 

A similar control structure is presented in [3], where multiple 6 DOF manipulators are considered. 
The con trol objectives are to ensure the following limits 

l im l lq; - C/dl 1 - 0 ,-oc• 
lim llq; - cid ll - 0 ,-CXJ 
lim IICJ; - CJ;I I - 0. 

, - ,'X, . 

Thus, the position and velocity tracking error and the position synchronization with the neighbor 
manipulator are controlled. The contro l law for each manipulator i is given by 

r; = C;(q;. q; )q; + g;(q;) + M;(q;) [éic1- K p;e; - Kd;ë; - r(q; - q,1)] + M;(q; )[L K;; (s; - .1o;) + rs; ] 
i cp j 

(2.46) 
with the error variable e; defined as 

e; = q; - Cfd + [' r(q; - q,1)dÀ + {' s;( À)dÀ 
Jo Jo 

(2.47) 
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where 
S; = LKij[q;-qJ] , (2.48) 

ii-J 

The matrix K;J is a symmetrie negative matrix and r is positive definite. The closed-loop error dy
namics 

ë; = -Kp;e; - Kd; é; + L K;J(é; - éJ ) (2.49) 
ii-J 

are asymptotically stable and guarantee convergence to zero of the position, velocity and synchroniza
tion error. The error dynamics can be proven exponentially stable if the matrices K P and Kd - K c are 
positive definite , with Kp = diag(Kp;), Kd = diag(Kd;) and K c = K c(Kij) a matrix depending on all 
matrices Kij, as defined in [3]. 

In [44] adaptive synchronized control of n manipulators with parametric uncertainty is considered, 
using cross-coupling of the position errors 

e; = c;(t)e;(t) + f3 fo
1 

(E;(w) + Ei-J (w))dw (2.50) 

with 
E;(t ) = c;(t )e;(t) + c;- 1 (t )e;-1 (t) (2.51) 

and c;(t) the dynamic coupling parameter regarding the first-order error e;(t) = qd;(t) - q;(t). Com
pared to the previous control laws, each manipulator is assumed to have its own desired trajectory 
qd; (t) . 

Another control strategy that is similar to synchronization control is termed consensus control. 
In literature no papers explicitly related to cooperative manipulation are published, but in [48, 49, 
50] consensus is treated between multiple teleoperation robots, using a master/slave structure. The 
master is handled by an operator and the slaves are controlled to follow the motion of the master. 
Apart from position and velocity consensus, also the sensed force of the slave is transmitted to the 
master. In [50] consensus algorithms are described as "distributed algorithms that enable nodes on 
a network to reach consensus on certain values by communicating". Knowledge of the manipulator 
and object dynamics is not required. An algorithm termed acceleration consensus is combined with 
a disturbance observer for the disturbance forces and accelerations. Grasping an object is realized by 
keeping the distances between the slave robots constant. This is achieved with the following consensus 
algorithm for the slaves 

Xre.f. i 

JEN; J EN; 

L aij(UJ - u;) + Fdist.i 
JEN; 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

with Xre.f. i the applied control input, x; the position of robot i, x J the position of robot j (j f= i) , u; the 
consensus filter states, Fd;s, .i the observed disturbance forces, g;1 the desired distances between the 
robots, n the number of manipulators, Cp(s ) a networked PD controller and C.r a constant feedback 
gain. The consensus filter averages the forces applied on the robots in a distributed way. It is shown 
that the control algorithm is stable, even for teleoperation with multiple robots under dynamically 
changing network topologies. 

In genera!, synchronization control for multiple manipulators aims at improving the tracking ac
curacy of the desired trajectory (compared to traditional control algorithms) . The angular position of 
each manipulator is synchronized with the other manipulators. Using two-way-ring synchronization, 
the computational expenses can be reduced for systems with larger number of manipulators, com
pared to full synchronization. It is assumed that by synchronizing the motion of each manipulator, 
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the kinematic constraints when grasping an object are satisfied. However, the contact force between 
manipulator and object, between object and environment and the internal force of the object are not 
considered. Therefore, damage of the object, manipulators and environment cannot be excluded. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, several control algorithms for cooperative manipulators have been investigated. 
The hybrid controller partitions the DOF in two sets, where one set is purely position controlled and 
the other set is only used for force control (either external or interna l). This partition is based on 
perfect knowledge of the environment, object and manipulators and implemented by the selection 
matrix. Lack of knowledge of the whole system and an unexpected collision with the environment 
in a position controlled direction, leads to performance problems and in some cases even damage 
of the object or environment. Two solutions to this problem were proposed, but both influence the 
performance of the system. The stability of a hybrid controlled system can not be guaranteed due to 
kinematic instability. 

The inverse dynamics approach takes advantage of the knowledge of the dynamics and kinema tics. 
Application of the controller leads to a linear and decoupled sys tem , where linear con trol techniques 
can be used for performance. Computing the inverse dynamics in the operational space is preferred 
over computation in the joint space, since the robot tasks are specified at the end-effector level. lt is 
then important to choose a proper orientation parametrization to avoid singularity problems and re
duce the computational burden. The inverse dynamics approach for manipulators primarily focusses 
on motion con trol; con trol of internal or external object forces is not considered. The internal manip
ulator forces can be controlled in case of redundant manipulators. 

Like the inverse dynamics approach, the passivity-based approach uses Lyapunov theory to guar
antee (asymptotic) stability. However, this control algorithm does not lead to a linear and decoupled 
system, but it can be useful in special cases to achieve (asymptotic) stability. 

The impedance controlle rs are an extension of the inverse dynamics approach. The interaction 
between the object and environment or between the object and manipulators is taken into account 
dynamically (respectively external and internal impedance control) . In the first case, the external forces 
on the object, due to undesired contact with the environment, can be controlled so as to avoid damage. 
In the last case the internal forces of the object can be controlled to obtain safe manipulation. It 
is shown that enforcing both an impedance relationship between object/environment and between 
object/manipulators leads to the best overal performance for position, internal and external forces. 
Stability is not always investigated or correctly proven. 

Synchronization control for cooperative manipulators is mainly getting attention in the las t few 
years . By enforcing interactions between joint angles of the diffe rent manipulators, their motion can 
be synchronized to reduce the motion errors . It is assumed that in this way the kinematic constraints 
when grasping an object are satisfied. Contact forces and internal forces are not discussed in literature 
so far. Therefore, damage of the object, manipulators and environment cannot be excluded. 

In cooperative manipulation with multiple manipulators it is important that the motion , internal 
and external forces are controlled. The manipulated object has to follow a desired motion, without 
damaging the object, manipulators or environment. Unexpected obstacles in the environment have 
to be avoided. Based on the features of the control algorithms mentioned above, impedance con trol is 
the most suitable algorithm for cooperative manipulation. 
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Chapter 3 

Motion and manipulator impedance 
control 

In the previous chapter, impedance con trol (in combination with inverse dynamics) was selected as 
the most suitable algorithm for cooperative manipulation, since it is capable of accurately controlling 
both the motion of the object and all the forces and moments acting on the object. In this chapter, the 
considered system will be discussed, together with the controllers to control the motion and internal 
forces and moments of the object. The interaction between object and environment will be discussed 
in chapter 5. The description and modeling of the system, consisting of multiple manipulators that 
grasp a single object, will be discussed in section 3.1. The model of the system consists of the kine
matics, dynamics and constraints. Based on this model. first a controller will be derived that is capable 
of controlling the position and orientation of the object. This wil! be clone in section 3-2. In the next 
section, the motion controller will be extended with an impedance controller that is capable of control
ling the internal forces and moments of the object. For both the motion and impedance controller the 
stability and asymptotic stability will be analyzed. 

3.1 Description of the system 

As mentioned in the problem description (section c.2), the considered system consists of multiple 
non-redundant, non-mobile manipulators , cooperatively handling one object. The object is assumed 
to be rigid. The manipulator links are also rigid and the joints feature no flexibility. The grasp of the 
manipulators on the object is assumed to be tight, so the end-effectors of the manipulators can exert 
both a force and moment on the object. An example of a possible system is shown in figure 3,1. In the 
next subsections the kinema tics , dynamics and constraints wil! be discussed. 

3.1.1 Kinematics 

Consider a spatial system with n non-redundant manipulators, cooperatively handling an object, 
as described above. The kinema tics of this system can be split in the kinematics of the manipulators 
and the kinematics of the object. 

The orientations of all joints of manipulator i E ll. 2, .... nl are denoted by the vector q; E IR,6. 

The position and orientation of the end-effector of manipulator i are related to the joint angles via 
the forward kinematics. The position of end-effector i is denoted by x; 1 E IR.3; the orientation of end
effector i is denoted by the rotation matrix R; E IR 3 x 3. Both quantities are expressed with respect to 
a fixed world frame. In these and following notations, no superscript wil! be used when a quantity is 
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Figure 3.1: Object and manipulators [39]. 

expressed with respect to the world frame. A proper superscript shall be used when a matrix or vector 
is referred to an other frame than the world frame. 

The columns of the rotation matrix R; are subject to six orthonormality constraints. Therefore, the 
orientation of the end-effector can be expressed in a minimal set of parameters, for example Euler an
gles. Tuis representation has the advantage that it is easy to compute and use, but it also suffers from 
representation singularities. An alternative is to use a four-parameter, singularity-free representation, 
for example the unit quaternion or the angle/axis representation. Both representations describe the 
orientation of a frame with respect to another frame with a vector and a rotation about that vector. 
Compared to the unit quaternion, the angle/axis representation has the drawback that for large rota
tions between two frames (larger than f rad) the error decreases: The angle/axis representation uses 
the cross product between the columns of two rotation matrices. For an angle between two vectors 
larger than f rad, the magnitude of the vector resulting from the cross product decreases. In [5] 
the above mentioned representations to express the orientation are compared on both performance 
and computational burden for resolved acceleration control. The Euler representation appears to be 
computationally the most expensive. The unit quaternion is computationally cheaper than the Euler 
representation, but the angle/axis representation appears to be the cheapest. For resolved acceleration 
control, the performance of the Euler representation is the worst, mainly due to representation singu
larities. The unit quaternion performs the best; the angle/axis representation is as good as the unit 
quaternion for small orientation errors. Based on the above mentioned properties of each orientation 
representation, and the assumption that the orientation errors during control will not reach values of 
'f rad, the angle/axis representation is selected as the most suitable representation. 

On the velocity level, the translational Xit E lR3 and angular w; E lR3 velocity can be related to the 
joint velocities q; E lR6 by means of the geometrie manipulator Jacobian J; (q;) E lR6 x 6 [41] 

(3.1) 

To obtain the relation between the joint space and task space variables on the acceleration level, equa
tion (3,I) is differentiated with respect to time 

[ 
xit ] J. ( . ) . J ( ) .. w; = ; q;, q; q; + ; q; q; (3.2) 

with Xif E lR3 the translational and w; E lR3 the angular acceleration. 

For the object, the position is denoted by the vector x0 1 E lR3 and the orientation by the rotation 
matrix R0 E lR3 x 3. The translational Xif and angular w; end-effector velocities are related to the 
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translational x01 E IR.3 and angular w{I E JR.3 object velocity by 

(3.3) 

with J,; (x0 ) E JR6x
6 the geometrie object Jacobian related to end-effector i. To obtain a relation 

between the translational x;1 and angular iv; end-effector acceleration and the translational x01 E JR.3 

and angular iv0 E JR.3 object acceleration, equation (3.3) is differentiated with respect to time 

(3.4) 

3.1.2 Dynamics 

Like the kinematics, the dynamics can be split into the manipulator dynamics and object dynamics. 
The dynamics of manipulator i , described in the joint space, read 

(3.5) 

Here, M; (q;) E JR6 x
6 is the inertia matrix of manipulator i, C; (q;. q; )li; E IR 6 the Coriolis and cen

trifugal force vector, g; (q;) E JR6 the gravitational forces, r; E JR.6 the vector of applied joint torques 
and h; E JR6 the vector of measured contact forces Ji E JR.3 and moments µ.; E IR3 at the end-effector 
of manipulator i, expressed in the world frame 

(3.6) 

The dynamics of the object are modeled in the task space 

M,,(x{l)x{I + C{l(Xo, c\"o)X{I + g{l(x/)) = ho (3.7) 

with M,,(x0 ) E JR.6 x
6 the inertia matrix of the object, C(x0 • "'"")i" E JR6 the Coriolis and centrifugal 

force vector, g"(x0 ) E IR.6 the object gravitational forces and h" E JR6 the net forces _/;, E JR.3 and 
moments µ. 0 E IR.3 acting on the object, expressed in the world frame 

h" = [ J;, ] . 
l,l.o 

(3.8) 

The forces and moments acting on the object h 0 are related to the stacked vector of object/manipulator 
c h [h T h T h T ] T IR 6n . contact torces = 1 , 2 , · · · , m E . via 

(3.9) 

3.1.3 Constraints 

In the previous subsection the dynamics of the manipulators and object have been modeled sepa
rately. This results in 6n + 6 equations of motion. However, the combined system of n manipulators 
and the object has only 6 DOF (translation and rotation of the object), so 6n constraints have to be 
specified in order to complete the model. Since the grasp between each manipulator and the object 
is assumed to be tight, there is no relative motion between the end-effectors and object. Thus , the 
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velocities at the contact point between object and the end-effector of manipulator i from equations 
(3.r) and (3-3) are equal, leading to the following constraint equations 

(3.10) 

Combining the constraint equations for all manipulators leads to the 6n constraint equations 

l a(Xo) [ ~~ ] = J(q)q (3.11) 

where J(q) = diag {11 (qi)T, Jz(qz)T, · · · , ln(qn)T} E IR6nx6n and q = [q{, qJ , .. · , q,;f E IR6n. 

3.2 Motion control 

The following controller, based on the inverse dynamics approach, is suggested for each manipu
lator to asymptotically track a reference trajectory Xir = {xir,t E IR3 , Rir E IR3 x 3 } in Cartesian space, 
away from kinematic singularities IS) 

(3.12) 

with Ji(qi) - l the inverse of J;(qi) and Ui the new control input. In order to guarantee (asymptotic) 
stability, the new control input Ui will consist of acceleration feedforward and a feedback controller, 
consisting of a proportional and derivative term. Using the angle/axis representation to express the 
orientation of the end-effector of manipulator i, the error öxi E IR6 is expressed as 

A [ ÖXi1 ] [ Xir,t - Xir ] 
uXi = = l 

~i 2 (ni X nir + Si x Sir + ai X Gir) 
(3.13) 

with öXit E IR3 the translational error (with x;r,t E IR3 the translational part of the reference trajectory 
for the end-effector of manipulator i) and ~; E IR3 the rotational error. The vectors n;, s; and ai, and 
nir, Sir and Gir are the columns of the rotation matrices Ri and Rir, describing the orientations of the 
actual and reference trajectories of end-effector i 

Ri = [ ni Si ai ] (3.14) 

The error of the end-effector of manipulator i on velocity level is defined as in 151 

(3.15) 

with t,,.iit the time derivative of the translational part of equation (3-13), ii the time derivative of the 
orientational part of equation (3.13) and i;r,t E IR3 and Wir E IR3 the translational and angular velocity 
of the reference trajectory, respectively. The matrix L; E IR3x 3 depends on the columns of the rotation 
matrices R; and Rir and is defined as IS] 

(3.16) 

with A(x) E IR3 x 3 the skew symmetrie matrix of the vector x E IR3. On the acceleration level, the 
translation and orientation errors are defined as the time derivatives of equation (3 .rs) 

!:-,.xi = [ ] = [ (3.17) 
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Figure 3.2: Black diagram of the contra/led system. 

with Xir., E IR3 the translational and w;,. E IR3 the angular acceleration of the reference trajectory, 
respectively, and l; E ]R 3 x 3 the time derivative of Li. Based on the error on acceleration level, the new 
con trol input ui of equation (3-12) is selected as [5] 

[ 
Xir_t + Kv;.1t!,.i;, + Kp;,,t!,.Xi1 ] 

U; = - 1 · T T · . . 
L; ( L; Wir + Li w;,. - L;w; + Kvi.aÉ;i + Kpi.aÉ.i) 

(3.18) 

with K pi.!, K vi.1, K pi.a, K ui .a E JR.3 
x

3 positive definite matrices, representing the proportional and 
derivative gains of the feedback controller in translational and orien tational directions. 

Using equation (3.1 ), the inverse dynamics controller of equation (3.12) can be rewritten to 

T; = CJJi + g; + l;(qil hi + M;li(q;) -
1 

{ U; - Jli(lf;) -
1 

[ -~; ] } . (3.19) 

Note that the dynamics of the object are not required to compute the con trol effort. The block diagram 
of the controlled system is shown in figure 3.2. Compared to the motion controller suggested in [2] 
the proportional and derivative feedback terms are added to guarantee asymptotic stabi li ty (will be 
shown in section 3.2.2) and improve the performance. In the following subsections the stability and 
asymptotic stability of the closed loop are investigated. 

3.2.1 Stability analysis 

To investigate the stability of the closed-loop system, the inverse dynamics controller of equation 
(3-19) is substituted into the dynamics for manipulator i (3.5) to obtain the error dynamics 

M ·· Ml ( ) - 1 { 1· l ) - 1 [ ..Î:it ] } iqi = i i C/i Ui - i i(q; Wi · (3.20) 

The joint accelerations ëh can be expressed in the task space components, using equation (3.2) 

·· J -1 ( [ x;1 ] 1· l - 1 [ ..Î:i1 ] ) C/i = i(CJ;) w; - ; ;(q;) w; · (3.21) 

Substituting this expression into equation (3.20) results in 

l;(cJi) -
1 

( [ ~; ] - j;,h(qi) -
1 

[ :; ]) 

[ ~; ] (3.22) 

assuming that the manipulator is away from kinema tic singularity, so that li (lfi) is a regular matrix. 
Substituting the new control input 11; of equation (3.18) in (3.22), results in the closed loop error dy
namics 
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[ 
t....xit + Kvi,t t....Xit + Kpi ,1 t....Xi1 

~i + Kvi,a~i + Kpi,aÉ,i 

(3.23) 

with K pi = diag IK pi,r, K pi,a} and K vi = diag IK vi,r, K vi,a}. Stability of the complete system is 
proven with Lyapunov's stability theorem [22]. Consider the candidate Lyapunov function 

(3.24) 

where t....x = [t....x;, t....xJ, · · ·, t....x[f E IR6n and Kp = diag IKpt , Kp2, · · ·, Kpn} E IR6nx6n. Calcu
lating the time derivative V1 results in 

Using the error dynamics of equation (3.23), it can be shown that V1 is semi-negative definite 

V1 = -t....xT Kvt....x .:'.:: 0 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

where Kv = diag {Kvt, K v2, · · ·, Kvnl E IR6nx 6n. So fort--+ 00, t....x--+ 0, thus fort--+ 00, t....x--+ c, 
with c a constant value. From (3.26) it can be concluded that the system is stable. Asymptotic stability 
of the equilibrium t....x = t....x = 0 is investigated in the next subsection. 

3.2.2 Asymptotic stability analysis 

In this subsection asymptotic stability is proven, using LaSalle's invariance principle [22). The 
radially unbounded set Q I is defined as 

(3.27) 

The set E, in Q I is defined as 

El = 1 t....x, t....x E Q I I V1 = 0} = { t....x, t....x E Q I I t....:x: = 0} . (3.28) 

The set M1 is defined as the largest invariant set in E, . U sing t....x = 0 and t....x = 0 in the closed loop 
dynamics (3.23), results in 

Kpt....x = 0. (3.29) 

Since Kp is block-diagonal, it can be concluded that 

(3.30) 

The matrix K pi is positive definite, since it is a block diagonal matrix with positive definite submatrices 
Kpi,t and Kpi.a, so 

t....xi = 0. (3.31) 

Thus, the largest invariant set N1 in E, becomes 

N, = (t....x, t....x E E, lt....x = 0) . (3.32) 

From LaSalle's invariance principle it can be concluded that for t --+ oo, t....x --+ 0 and thus that the 
equilibrium point t....x = t....x = 0 is asymptotically stable. 
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Figure 3.3: Cascade controller to con trol the motion and internal farces of the object. 

3.3 Internal force-based impedance control 

Using the motion controller of equation (3.19), the end-effector positions and orientations (and 
thus the position and orientation of the object) can be controlled. However, controlling only the motion 
during object manipulation can lead to internal forces and moments in the object. The internal forces 
and moments are responsible for compression, tension, bending and torsion of the object. A way 
to control the internal forces and moments of the object is to enforce an impedance relationship 
between the manipulator end-effectors and the object. The idea is to compute the manipulator end
effector reference trajectory Xir = / Xir.r E IR 3 • Ri,- E IR.3 x J l for the motion controller (p9) from the 
desired end-effector trajectory Xid = / Xid., E IR3 • Riel E IR.3 xJ l, based on the in ternal force error 8.h I i. 
To this end, the motion controller of figure 3.2 is extended to the cascade controller of figure 3.3, as 
proposed in [4, 8] (see also figure 2.2), to control the internal forces and moments and the position 
and orientation of the object. The impedance relationship for each manipulator reads 

.. . 
D; t-,.i; + B; 8.i; + S; 8..r:; = t-,.h !i (3.33) 

with D;, Bi, Si E IR.6 x 6 positive definite matrices, representing the desired inertia , damping and 
stiffness matrices, respectively. The internal force error 8.h 1; = h I id - h 1;, with h 1; E lR6 the internal 
forces fi; E IR.3 and moments µli E IR.3 at the end-effector of manipulator i and h lid E IR.6 the desired 
internal forces /f ;d E IR3 and moments µ1;<1 E IR.3 at end-effector i 

(3.34) 

The internal forces and moments h 1; will be discussed in section 3-3 .1; the trajectories for the desired 

internal forces and moments h Id = [ h f1,1 , h f2c1 , • • • , h f,,,,1 f E lR.611
, which should !ie in the null space 

of J0 (x 0 ) T, have to be specified. The error 8.i; between the desired x;c1 and reference Xir tra jectories 
of end-effector i, using the angle/axis representation to define the orientation, is expressed as 

(3.35) 

with x;c1.1 the desired position of the end-effector of manipulator i and nid, s;,1 and a;J the columns of 
the rotation matrix Rid, which defines the desired orientation of end-effector i 

(3.36) 

The first time derivative of 8.i; is defined as 

(3.37) 
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and the second time derivative of !:!..x; is defined as 

(3.38) 

with x;d,t and X;d,t the translational and w;d and w;d the angular velocity and acceleration of the desired 
trajectory for the end-effector of manipulator i. The matrix L; is defined as 

- l 
L; = - 2(A(n;d)A(n;r) + A(s;d)A(s;r) + A(a;d)A(a;r)). (3.39) 

From the impedance relationship of equation (3.33), the required quantities of the reference trajectory 
for the motion controller of the previous section can be obtained. In the following subsections stability 
and asymptotic stability of the impedance relationship will be investigated, but first the object internal 
forces and moments will be discussed. 

3.3.1 Intemal force 

The measured contact force at the end-effectors h can be decomposed into a motion inducing force 

hM = [hr,1, hr,2, · · · , hrrnf E 1R6
n and an internal force h1 = [hf1, hf2 , · · · , hfnf E 1R6

n that does 
not contribute to the motion of the object [2, 39) 

The motion inducing force h M can be determined from h O with use of equation (3. 9) 

hM = lo(Xo)T#ho 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

where J0 (x 0 )T# denotes the generalized inverse of the transposed of the geometrie object Jacobian. 
Substitution of equation (3.9) leads to 

(3.42) 

where J0 (x 0 )T# J0 (x0 ) T E JR6n x 6n is not of full rank. In fact, the part of the measured contact force h 

that lies in the null space of J0 (x 0 ) T does not contribute to the motion of the object 

J0 (x 0 / h1 = 0. 

This part of the measured contact force is defined as the internal force h J. The internal force h I can 
be determined from equations (3.40) and (3.42) 

h1 = (1 - Jo(Xo)T# J0 (x 0 )T) h. (3.43) 

3.3.2 Stability analysis 

The stability of the controlled system, including the enforced internal force-based impedance rela
tionship (3.33) , is investigated with the following candidate Lyapunov function 

l . T . l T 
V2 = V1 + -1:!..x D!:!..x + -1:!..x S!:!..x 

2 2 
(3.44) 

where !:!..x = [ !:!..xf, !:!..x!, · · · , !:!..x[f E JR6n, D = diag {D1, D2, · · · , Dn) E JR6n x 6n and S = 
diag {S1 , S2, · · · , Sn) E JR6n x 6n. Calculating the time derivative V2 results in 

V2 = V1 + !:!..l r [ D !:!...i + s !:!..x] (3.45) 
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and using the internal force-based impedance controller of equation (3.33) 

V2 = -i"Lîr K v!::,,.x + 1:::,,.{T [ !::,,.h1 - 8!::,,.i] (3.46) 

where !::,,.h1 = [!::,,.h11 , !::,,.hn , · · ·, !::,,. h1nf E IB.611 and B = diag{B1 , B2 , · · ·, Bnl E IR6n x Gn_ From 
equation (3.3) a relation between the object and manipulator velocity in error space can be obtained 

(3.47) 

where J 0 ;d(X0 d) E JR6 x6 relates the desired translational i 0 c1.1 and angular Wod object velocities and 
desired translational i;d.1 and angular W;d,1 manipulator velocities via 

(3.48) 

and J0 ;,. (x 0 ,.) E JR.6 x 6 relates the translational i 0 ",1 and angular w0 " object reference velocities and 
translational i;,..1 and angular w;,._ 1 manipulator reference velocities 

[ 
Xir.t ] [ Xor,f ] _ = J o;r (Xor) , w,,. Wor 

(3.49) 

The impedance relationship (3.33) depends on the actual state of the system (!::,,.hu= !::,,.hu(q; , ei; , h;)), 
but it is assumed that with sufficiently high gains D;, B; and S;, the translation and orientation error 
!::,,.i; can be kept small. Due to this assumption, the following analysis only affects local stability. For 
small translation and orientation errors, the two terms on the right hand side of equation (3.47) can 
be combined, since for Xod ~ Xor , J,;,t(Xod) ~ J o;,.(Xo,-·), leading to 

[ 
X;d,1 - ,Îir,f ] _ J _ ( ) [ Xod, t - ior.l ] 

- oir Xor . 
Wid - W;,. Wod - Wor 

(3.50) 

Fora small orientation error t the matrix L; ~ I (see equation (3 .39)), so that the velocity error !::,,.i; 
of equation (3 .37) reduces to 

(3.51) 

Combining equations (3.50) and (3. 51) results in 

A ~ _ _ J _ ( ) [ cÎoc/,t - ,îor.t ] 
LlX1 - oi r Xor 

CVod - CVor 
(3.52) 

and combined for all manipulators 

A .:. _ J ( ) [ ,î od,t - ,îor.t ] 
u X - or Xor 

Wod - Wur 
(3.53) 

where J o,. (Xorl = [Jo1r(Xor lr , J o2r(Xor )r , , ,, ' Jonr( Xo11r)r ] T E JR611 x
6

. Substituting equation (3 .53) 
into (3-46) results in 

]

T T .:.r .:. 
J o,.(Xorl !::,,.h1 - !::,,.x B!::,,.x < O. __,,_ -

:::o 

(3.54) 

=Ü 

The first and third term on the right hand side are non-positive, since K v and B are positive definite. 
The second term is equal to zero, because the internal forces (and thus the internal force error) are 
in the null space of J0 ,. (x 0 ,. ) T (it was previously proven that for t --► oo, !::,,.x --► 0, so L'i. Xo --► 0 and 
J o(Xo) --► lor(Xorl ). Thus, fort --► oo, !::,,. ,i --► 0 and !::,,.i --► 0. This means that !::,,.x --► c, and 
t:,,_i --► c2 , with c1 and l"2 constant parameters. So from (3 .54) local stability can be concluded. In the 
next section, asymptotic stability is investigated. 
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3.3.3 Asymptotic stability analysis 

Previously it was proven that fix = fix = 0 is asymptotically stable. Using LaSalle's invariance 
principle, asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point fix = fix = fix = fii = 0 is investigated. The 
set S12 is defined as 

S12 = {fix, fix, fix, fii E JR6n IV2(fix, fix, fix, fii) S 00} . (3.55) 

The set E2 in S12 is defined as 

E 2 = { fix, fix, fix, fii E S121 V2 = 0} = {fix, fix, fix, fii E S121 fix = fii = 0} . (3.56) 

The set N2 is defined as the largest invariant set in E2. Substituting fii = 0 and fii = 0 in equation 
(3.33) and premultiplication with J0 r (X 0 r)T results in 

Jor(Xor)T Sfii = Jor(Xor/ fih1 = 0, (3.57) 

since fih1 is in the null space of J0 r(X0 r) T . Rewriting (3.57) in separate manipulator terms 

(3.58) 

To prove asymptotic stability, the two-arm case (i E { 1, 2)), like in [2], will be considered for ease 
of analysis. The results may be extended to multiple arms. In the following analysis all vectors are 
expressed in the world frame, unless a superscript defines otherwise. 

For the two-arm case, equation (3.58) reduces to 

(3.59) 

This relationship consists of 6 equations and 12 unknowns ( fix I r and fii2r). To determine a unique 
solution, 6 constraint equations have to be identified. These constraint equations can be obtained from 
the assumption that the manipulators have a tight grasp on the object. The first three constraints are 
related to the closed kinematic chain formed by the two manipulators and the object. From figure 3.4 
the following relation between the positions of the end-effectors x; 1 can be obtained 

X11 + Rf P/2 = X21 (3.60) 

with R{ the rotation matrix from frame Tj to frame Tt,, expressed in frame Tj and p{1 a constant 
vector from frame Tt, to frame Tt, expressed in frame Tj. In figure 3.4 the frames Ti, 12 , To and Tw are 
shown, with Tw the world frame, To a frame attached to the object, Ti the frame attached to the first 
end-effector and 12 the frame attached to the second end-effector. Similar expressions as in equation 
(3.60) can be obtained in terms of the reference and desired positions of the end-effectors, leading to 
the following three position constraints in the error space 

(3.61) 

where fiiu = x;d,1 - x;r,1 and fiRf = Rfd - Rf,.. An important property of fiRf is that it is not 
of full rank, but has rank 2 (see appendix A). Since the position and orientation of the grasp of the 
object by the manipulators is the same for the actual, reference and desired trajectories, it follows that 

1 lr Id 
P12 = P1r2r = P1d2d· 

The other three constraints relate the orientations of the end-effectors. The end-effectors of the 
manipulators have a tight grasp on the rigid object. Therefore, the rotation matrix Rl, describing the 
orientation of the second end-effector frame with respect to the first end-effector frame, is constant 

Rw RwRl R' RwTR w 2 = 1 2 ⇒ 2= 1 2· (3.62) 
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Figure 3.4: 2-Ma11ip11lalor syste111. 

Since the grasp position and orientation of the object by the manipulators is independent of the actual, 
reference and desired trajectories, it follows that Ri = Rt = Ri;;, and thus 

RwT Rw Rlr RI 
lr 2r = 2r = 2 

R"' T R"' - Rld - RI Id 2d - 2d - 2 · (3.63) 

The orientation error between the desired and reference orientations €; can be expressed as a rotation 
matrix as 

Together with equation (3.63) 

R '" r R"' - R"' r R 111 

lr 2r - lel 2d 

R- w R( ï;) R'" R 111 r 
ei == si = id ir · 

R'" R'" T - R"' R"' T Id lr - 2d 2r 

(3.64) 

R'" - R"' e l - e2 (3.65) 

so the orientation errors of both end-effectors are equal. Equations (3.59), (3.61) and (3.65) form 12 
equations with 12 unknowns (tü1 and ~i2 ). 

(3.66) 

or in matrix form 

(3.67) 

In [2] asymptotic stabili ty could only be proven fora point mass, so p/ 2 = 0, or when the orientation 

error ~ i?.;1
• is zero. In that case, the second vector on the left hand side of equation (3-67) reduces to 

zero. Since the object Jacobians .10 ;,. and desired stiffness matrices S; are all positive definite, the 

matrix on the left hand side is invertible and [ ~i i, ~i [ f = 0 is the unique solution. To prove 
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asymptotic stability for p/ 2 -:/= 0, it is first shown that t;.R. f p/z is always equal to zero, independent of 
the dimensions of the object. To this end, equation (3 .59) is written in matrix form 

with Sit , S;a, S;c E JR3 x 3 the translational, rotational and coupling stiffness. The matrix P;r is skew 
symmetrie 

with 

-p'frz 
0 (3.69) 

(3.70) 

where p} is a constant vector (the virtual stick [51, 52], see figure 3.4), since its length and orientation 
are constant with respect to Ti . Note that p} = p}; = p}f, because the grasp position and orientation 
of the object by the manipulators is independent of the actual, reference and desired trajectories. From 
equation (3.68) it follows that 

S1 1Ai11 + S1 c€1 + S21t;.i21 + S2i 2 = 0 (3.71) 

( Sic - P1rS11) t;.i 11 + (S1a - P1rS1 c) €1 + ( SJc - P2rS21) t;.i21 + (S2a - P2rS2c) €1 = 0. (3.72) 

In [39] the authors investigated asymptotic stability from equations (3 .71) and (3 .72) for an n-manipula
tor system where the coupling stiffness S;c = 0. In that case equations (3 .71) and (3.72) reduce to 

n 

L Sift;.Xif 0 
i =I 

n n 

L -P;rSitt;.Xit + L S;a€i 0. 
i=I i = I 

Since the desired stiffness matrices are positive definite, their submatrices Sit and S;a are as well. 
From the first equation the authors of[39] conclude that t;.i it = 0 and then from the second equation 
that €; = 0 is the unique solution to this set of equations. However, it can easily be seen that for 
example for n = 2, t;.i 11 = -S~ 1 S21 t;.i21 is always a solution to the first equation, even when t;.i1 1 
and t;.i 21 are unequal to zero. Since t;.i it = €; = 0 is not the unique solution, asymptotic stability is 
wrongly concluded in [39]. Apparently, the authors did not take into account that (3.71) and (3.72) have 
12 unknowns, but consists of only 6 equations. 

To prove that t;.i it = €; = 0 is the unique solution to (3.67), independent of the dimensions of 
the object and without any restrictions on the desired stiffness matrix (such as being diagonal or block 
diagonal) , equation (3.71) is pre-multiplied with P2r 

and substituted into equation (3.72) 
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= 0 

0. 

(3.74) 



This expression consists of 12 unknowns and 3 separate equations. An expression for ~i21 is obtained 
from equation (3.71) 

~ x 2, = -s; 1 ( S1,~i1, + S1 c€1 + S2c€2) 

and substituted into equation (3.74) to eliminate the three unknowns of ~i2, 

( s[. - (P1, - P2,.) S1,) ~i1, + (S1 a - (P1, - P2,) S1c) k1 

-sJ,s; 1 ( S1,~i' 11 + S1c€1 + S2c€2) + S2u k2 

( sfc - (P1, - P2,.) S1, - sfs; 1 S1,) ~i1, + (s1u - (P1,. - P2,) S1, - sJ,.s; 1 Sic) k1 

( 
T - 1 ) -+ -S2cS 21 S2, + S2u ~2 

(3.75) 

0 

0. 

(3.76) 

This results in 3 separate equations with 9 unknowns. Using €1 €2 from the orientation error 
constraint of equation (3.65) , the three unknowns of €2 can be eliminated 

0, (3.77) 

resulting in 3 separate equations with 6 unknowns (~i1, and k1 ). Substituting the expression obtained 
for ~i2, from equation (3.75) into the position error constraint of equation (3 .61) and rewriting, results 
in the following expression for ~ i 11 

(3.78) 

Substitution of this expression into equation (3.77) to eliminate the three unknowns of ~i 11 , results 
m 

- ( s[ - (Pi, - P2,) S1, - sJ,s; 1 S1,) (S1, + S2, )- 1 S2,~RtP:2 

+ [ S1 a + S 2u - (Pi, - P2,) S1c - s f s ; 1 (S1c + S2c) 

-(s[. - (P1,. - P2,)S1, - sfs; 1s1,) (S1, + S2,) - 1 (S1c + S2c)]€1 0. 

This expression consists of 3 separate equations and only the 3 unknowns of €1 ( ~ R1' ' 

With use of equation (3.69), the skew symmetrie matrix P1 , - P2, can be expressed as 

P P •(Rw 1) •(Rw 1) •(R'" 1 R'" 1) •(R"' 1) lr - 2, =" 1,P1 - 1 ' 1,P2 = 1 ' 1,P1 - 1,P2 = 1 ' 1,P12 

where p: 2 = p/ - Pi (see figure 3.4). Substituting this result into equation (3.79) 

or 

- ( S[. - A(Rr;. p/ 2)S11 - s f s; 1 S1,) (S1, + S2, )- 1 S2,~ R;" p/ 2 

+ [ S1 a + S 2a - A(R1';.p/ 2)S1 c - s f s ; 1 (Si c + S2c) 

- ( S[. - A ( R1';.p/ 2)S1, - s f s; 1 S1,) (S1 , + S2, )- 1 (S1c + S2c)] €1 
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with 

r - ( sfc - A(R;';.p/2)S11 - s[sï"/ S11) (S11 + S21) - 1 S21 

[ S1a + S2a - A(R;';.p/2)S1c - SJcS21
1 

(Si c + S2c) 

-( Sic - A(R;';.p/ 2)S11 - SJcS21
1 S1t) (S11 + S21) - 1 (S1c + S2c)]. 

(3.83) 

(3.84) 

It is always possible to find a combination of Sit, S;a and S;c that results in full rank of the square 
matrices r and IV. 

The difference between the desired and reference rotation matrix !),. Rf can be expressed in the 
orthogonal unit vectors of Rfd and R;';. 

(3.85) 

The vectors n Id - n lr, s id - sir and a1d - a,r are neither orthogonal, nor of unit length. In fact, it 
can be proven that these vectors span a plane in the 3-dimensional space and are orthogonal to~, (see 
appendix A), so 

(3.86) 

and~, defined as in (3-35). Thus, multiplying equation (3.82) with !),.R.fT results in 

(3.87) 

Since !),.R.f has rank 2, the expression (3.87) consists of only two independent equations (the third 
equation depends on the other two). Therefore, ~, = 0 is not the unique solution to (3.87). A 
third independent equation can be obtained, using the following property of a skew symmetrie matrix 
A(·) E JR3 x 3 

aT A(-)a = 0 (3.88) 

with a E JR3 an arbitrary vector. Thus, the third independent equation reads 

l T AR- wTA(R w l ) AR-w l 0 P12 u 1 1rP1 2 u 1 P12 = · (3.89) 

The two independent rows of (3.87) and equation (3.89) can be combined to 

(3.90) 

w 

It can be shown that !),.R.f p/ 2 = 0 is the unique solution to equation (3.90). If !),.R.f p/ 2 f= 0 it can be 
shown that with a proper choice of r and IV, matrix W has full rank (see appendix B), so it is invertible. 
Toen, from equation (3 .90) it follows that 

Substituting (3.91) into (3.67) results in 

[ J:..rs, 
h 
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The matrix on the left hand side has full rank, since J0 ;,. is a positive definite matrix and S; is a 
symmetrie positive definite matrix. Thus, the unique solution to equation (3.92) is 

!').i; = 0 

and the largest invariant set N2 in E2 becomes 

N2 = { !').x, !').;ë, !').i, L~ E E2l!').x = !').i = o}. 

(3.93) 

(3.94) 

From LaSalle's invariance principle it can be concluded that for t -+ oo, !').x, !').i -+ 0, so the equi
librium point !').x = !'). ,i- = !').i = !').i = 0 is asymptotically stable. So for t -+ oo, the end-effectors 
of the manipulators asymptotically track their desired trajectory xc1. From the impedance relationship 
(3 .33) it follows that since !'). ,i; and time derivatives are equal to zero, also !').h li = 0 fort -+ oo. This 
means that the contribution of the manipulators to the internal force of the object h I asymptotically 
tracks the desired internal force h Id, so the desired compression, extension, torsion and bending can 
be achieved. 

3.4 Discussion 

With the motion controller of equation (3-19) and the impedance relations hip of equation (3.33) the 
position, orientation and internal forces and moments of the object can be controlled. The manipu
lator end-effectors asymptotically track the desired trajectories X;d (away from singularity representa
tions) and the internal forces and moments of the object track a desired trajectory h Id• Note that h Id 

must be specified in the nul! space of J,~, otherwise it wil! contribute to the motion of the object. Both 
the motion and impedance controller use the singularity-free angle/axis representation to represent 
the orientation of the end-effector frames. 

In the next chapter, the motion and impedance controller wil! be applied on a simulated system 
to demonstrate the stability analysis performed in this chapter and to illustrate the importance of 
controlling the internal forces. 
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Chapter 4 

Simulation studies on internal force 
control 

1 n this chapter, the con trol of the internal farces and moments of the object will be investigated 
in more detail by means of simulations. The manipulators that will be considered, are two Experi
menta l Robot Arms from Philips (abbreviated with Phil ips arms) . In section 4.1 these arms will be 
discussed , together with the derivation of the model. In section 4 .2, simulations will be done to show 
the importance of controlling the internal farces and moments of the objec t. The influence of the 
control parameters on the performance wil! also be investigated. Finally, the results wi l! be discussed 
in section 4. 3. 

4.1 The system 

The system for the simu lations consists oftwo Phi li ps arms, man ipulating a commonly held object. 
In section 4.1.1 the Philips arms will be discussed. In section 4.1.2 , the model of the system with a 
closed-kinematic chain wi l! be derived. 

4.1.1 Philips arms 

The Philips arm is a robot arm that has the same dimensions and structure as a human arm. lt 
has 7 DOF (all revolute joints): 3 DOF in the shoulder, 2 DOF in the elbow and 2 DOF in the wrist 
(see figure 4.1). The controllers designed in the previous chapter are applica ble on non-redundant 
manipulators (so for 6 DOF in the spa tial case). Therefore, the rotation denoted by Ys+ in figure 4 .1 
will be fixed. 

A model of the Philips arms is obtained by using the Denavit-Hartenberg (OH) convention. In fig
ure 4.2 a schematic representation is shown of the used 6 DOF of the right Philips arm. The rotations 
! f:1 1 •.. .. H6 l offigure 4 .2 correspond to the rotation directions ! - Rs+ - Ps+ - Pc+. - YE+. Pw+ . Yw + l 
of figure 4 .1. The length of the upper arm, forearm and hand are denoted by a2, d4 and ar, respec
tively. The OH -parameters that define the kinematics of the two Philips arms are listed in table 4-1. 
Compared to the right arm, the base frame of the left arm is rota teel TT rad about xo of figure 4.2 (see 
figure 4 .3). To compensate for this rota tion, the fixed rotation Ys+ for the left arm is rotated TT rad 
compared to the right arm so that both forearms point in the same direction . 
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Figure 4.1: Two Philips Experimental Robot Arms. 

Table 4.1: OH-parameters. 

(a) right Philips arm (b) left Philips arm 

Link Oj aj dj 8j Link Oj aj dj 8j 

1 0 7T 0 0,,. -2 1 0 7T 0 011 -2 

2 -02 0 0 02" 2 -02 7C 0 021 

3 0 7T 0 03" 2 3 0 7T 0 031 2 
4 0 7T 

d4 04" -2 4 0 7T 
d4 041 -2 

5 0 7T 0 05" -2 5 0 7T 0 051 -2 

6 06 0 0 06,- 6 06 0 0 06/ 
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Figure 4.2: Sc/1ematic representation of the right Philips Experimental Robot Ann. 

The dynamics ofboth arms can be written in the form of equation (3.5). For i E { 1, 2 l, the equations 
of motion can be combined to 

Méi+Cq+ g (4.1) 

with M; the inertia matrix, C;cj; the Coriolis and centripetal forces, g; the gravitational forces, J; the 
geometrie manipulator Jacobian and h; the end-effector contact forces and moments in the task space 
of manipulator i . Joint friction is not taken into account. The vee tors q I and C/2, containing the joint 
angles of the right and left arm respectively, are defined as 

q 1 

l/2 

where an index "R" refers to the right arm and an index "L" refers to the left arm. 

The matrices and vectors of the equations of motion of the Philips arms (4. r) depend on the masses 
m1, mass moments of inertia t1, link lengths and the centers of mass c1 of the upper arm, forearm and 
hand, with j E {2 , 4, 6l the number of a link. The other links in figure 4.2 have no length, and thus 
no dynamica! properties. In table 4.2 the values of the above mentioned parameters are listed. Note 
that these parameters are the same for both the left and right arm. The masses and link lengths are 
obtained from the User Instruction Manual vr.r of the Philips Experimental Robot Arm. The centers 

of mass c1 = [c1x, c1y, c10 f, expressed relative to the pii coordinate frame, have been estimated. 
The mass moments of inertia are computed in appendix C.r. It is assumed that the inertia matrix 11, 
expressed in the frame attached to the center of mass oflink j, is diagonal: 11 = diag / I1 xx. f1vi·, lj cc). 
Due to the large elements, the matrices of equation (4.1) will not be shown in this report. 
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j=2 

j=4 

j=6 

j=2 

j=4 

j=6 

Table 4.2: Parameters and values Philips arm. 

(a) Link lengths and positions of center of rnass. 

Dj [m] dj [m] Cjx [m] Cjy [m] 

0.32 0 0.16 0 

0 0.28 0 0 

0.20 0 -0.15 0 

(b) Link rnasses and rnornents of inertia. 

mj [kg] 

2.9 

0.8 

0.2 

ljxx [kgm2] 

4 .10-3 

5.4 -10-3 

1.307 .10-4 

~- t Xiv y¼ 

ljyy [kgm2 ] 

2.67 .,0-2 

4.225 . ,0-4 

2.641 .10-4 

Cjz [m] 

0 

0.14 

0 

I jzz [kgm2] 

2.67 -10-2 

5.4 .10-3 

3.467 -10-4 

Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the closed chain system. 
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Tab Ie 4.3: Object properties. 

0.1 m 

mo 0.1 kg 

fo.xvz 4 .10- 4 kgm2 

4.1.2 Model of the system 

In the previous section, the two Philips arms were modeled. In this section, the model of the 
complete system will be derived. In figure 4.3 the closed-chain system is depicted. Compared to the 
world frame, the base frame of the right manipulator is located 21 cm in positive y-direction and the 
base frame of the left manipulator is located 21 cm in negative y-direction. The object, which is tightly 
grasped by the manipulators, is assumed to be spherical. The unconstrained object dynamics are 
described by equation (3.7). In table 4.3 the values for the radius r0 , mass m 0 and mass moment of 
inertia /0 = diag / !,uv:, fo .. n ·: , lo.x_i·: lof the object are listed. The computation of the rnass moment 
of inertia l.rl': is shown in appendix C.2. 

The equations of motion of the object and Philips arms, described by equations (3.7) and (4.1) , can 
be combined to 

[ 
Moio '.. Co,\'o.+ go ] = [ J,; ] h. 
r - Mq-Cq -g J 

(4.2) 

Equation (4-2) has 18 equations and 30 unknowns (6 object accelerations i 0 , 12 joint accelerations èj 
and 12 object/manipulator contact forces h). In order to solve the system, 12 constraint equations have 
to be identified [2]. In equation (3.II) the constraint equations on velocity level are described. Solving 
this equation for the object velocity, results in 

. J#J. 
Xo =. o lf (4.3) 

with J,~ the generalized inverse of J0 • The object Jacobian J" has full column rank, so equation (4 .3) 
is an exact solution for :i:0 • Differentiating equation (3.n) with respect to time, substituting (4.3) and 
solving for i 0 gives 

.ici + Jij 

J,~ J éi + J,~ ( j - /,J,~ J) ei. (4.4) 

Equations (4.3) and (4-4) are used to eliminate .x-0 and i 0 from equation (4.2). The remaining 6 
constraint equations are obtained by substituting equation (4.3) in (pr) 

( J - J" J,~ J) ei 
~ 

./4 

0. (4.5) 

Note that J0 J,~ f. I, since J0 does not have full row rank. Differentiating equation (4.5) with respect 
to time, results in 

(4.6) 

with )4 = .i - .i0 J,~ J - J0 .i,~ J - J0 J,~ .i. This expression has 12 equations, but only 6 independent 
equations are required. Defining ) 4 as the 6 independent rows of J4, results in the 6 independent 
equations that can be added to equation (4.2) 

(4.7) 
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Combining equations (4.2), (4.4) and (4.7), results in 

] [ 
(4.8) 

Equation (4.8) represents a system of 24 equations and 24 unknowns. The 24 x 12 matrix J3 has full 
column rank, so equation (4.8) can be solved exactly for the manipulator/object contact forces h 

(4.9) 

Substituting this expression in equation (4.8) and solving for the joint accelerations q, results in 

M3q + E3 = J3Jf (M3q + E3) 

q = (13Jf M3 - M3 t (h4 - J3Jf ) E3 (4.10) 

with fi4 the 24 x 24 identity matrix. Note that J3Jf -1- I, since J3 is not of full row rank. The right 
side of equation (4.10) is only a function of the joint positions q, velocities q and the control input r. 
Equations (4.10) and (4.9) are used to compute the joint accelerations q and contact forces h at each 
integration step. The joint velocities q and positions q are obtained by integrating q. 

4.2 Results 

The system described in the previous section is simulated by solving equations (4.10) and (4.9) at 
each integration step. In this section, the system is first controlled by only the motion controller to 
con trol the free motion of the system. This is to indicate what happens when the internal forces and 
moments are not controlled. Then both the motion controller and internal force-based impedance 
controller are applied to control also the internal forces and moments. Finally, several properties and 
advantages of the motion controller and impedance relationship will be discussed. 

4.2.1 Motion control 

The position and orientation of each end-effector are controlled by the inverse dynamics controller 
of equation (3 .19). The required motion of the object consists of a combined translation in x - and 
z-direction and a rotation about x in 0.5 s. Both translation and rotation are expressed in the world 
frame (see figure 4-3). The trajectories are shown in figure 4.4, where the rotation of the object with 
respect to the world frame is defined as 

(4.11) 

with </Jx, </)y and </Jz the rotations about the x- , y- and z-axis of the previous frame. 

The simulation results , when only the motion controller of equation (3-19) is used to control the 
position and orientation of the end-effectors, are shown in figure 4. 5. The con trol structure is shown 
in figure 3.2; the reference trajectory of the object Xor is shown in figure 4.4. The gains of the feedback 
matrices were selected as Kp; = 100'6 and K v; = 12'6 to result in a bandwidth of 2.4 Hz and phase 
margin of 58° of the linearized system. In the top two plots the position !1x0 1 and orientation ~o error 
of the object are shown. To show convergence to zero of the errors, an initial offset in the position and 
orientation of the object is applied. As expected, the position and orientation errors converge to zero, 
so the object follows the reference trajectory X or• 
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Figure 4.4: Object trajectories. 
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Figure 4.5: Si11111/atio11 results for motion con trol. 
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For i E { 1, 2), the internal forces and moments ht , computed via equation (3.43), can be expressed 
as 

[ 

/11 ] µ11 

/12 
µ12 

h1 = (4.12) 

with fli and µli the forces and moments of manipulator i that contribute to the internal loading 
of the object. Since there are only two manipulators, the following relations can be obtained from 
equation (3.43) 

f12 = -f11 (4.13) 

Therefore, only /i1 and µ11 will be shown in the figures when the internal forces and moments 
are discussed. In the bottom two plots of figure 4.5, the internal forces /11 and moments µ11 are 
shown. The maximum forces and moments required to move the object were fi x :::::: /1 2 :::::: 0.27 N and 
µ lx ::::-:: 0.005 Nm. Thus, controlling only the motion of the rigid object can lead to significant internal 
forces and moments . These internal forces and moments may damage the object and manipulators. 

4.2.2 Motion and intemal force-based impedance control 

The internal forces and moments can be controlled by adding the internal force-based impedance 
controller (3.33). The control structure is shown in figure 3.3. Tuning the impedance parameters D;, 
B; and S; can be clone manually, but due to the complexity of the system, this can be difficult and time 
consuming. Therefore, the guidelines of [r] are followed to compute the parameters. 

Tuning impedance parameters 

The symmetrie positive definite desired inertia matrix D; is chosen as 

( 1 T)-I D;(q;) = J;(q;)M;(q;) - J;(q;) (4.14) 

and represents the mass and mass moments of inertia felt at the end-effector. The matrices M; (q;) 

and J; (q;) represent the inertia matrix and the geometrie manipulator Jacobian of manipulator i re
spectively. lt is assumed that the manipulator is not close to singularity, so that J; (q;) has full rank. 
Selecting the desired inertia matrix D; according to (4.14) assures convergence to zero with equal rate 
for all 6 directions of the manipulator motion error !J.x; and the internal force error !J.h fi. The desired 
stiffness matrix S; is based on the desired inertia D; 

S; = Q;S;oQT 

with S;o a diagonal stiffness matrix that can be tuned and Q; computed from D; 

D; = Q;Q[. 

The desired damping matrix B; is computed as 

1/2 T B; = 2Q;B;oS;0 Q; 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

where B;o is a diagonal matrix, containing the damping coefficients for all 6 directions (B;o = h rep
resents critica! damping) . Substituting the expressions of (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17) into the impedance 
relationship, results in 

T :.: 1/ 2 T .:. T -Q;Q; /'J. x ; + 2Q;B;oS;o Q; /'J. x ; + Q;S;oQ; /'J.x ; 

.. 2B S 112 • S z; + ;o ;o z; + ;oz; (4.18) 
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Figure 4.6: Si11111/atio11 results 111otio11 and i11temal force-based impedance co11trol. 

with z; = Q; /';,,,x ; the new coordinates. Equation (4.18) is decoupled in the new coordinates z ;. Com
paring (4.18) to the equation of motion of an unforced mass-spring-damper system 

.. 2 . 2 0 z + l;cvoz + cv0z = 

with l; the damping coefficient and cvo the undamped eigenfrequency, it can be seen that s/r{2 repre
sents the undamped eigenfrequencies cvo. So, knowing Q;, the diagonal matrices S;o and B;o can be 
determined to obtain the required damping and bandwidth in all six directions in Cartesian space of 
the impedance rela tionship (3.33) . 

The inertia matrix in joint space M; (lf;) and geometrie manipulator Jacobian J; (q; ) (and thus D;, 
8; and S;) depend on the joint positions q;. These joint positions change when the manipulator is 
moving, so the matrices are not constant. In the (asymptotic) stability proof it was assumed that 
the positive definite matrices D;, B; and S; are constant. For simplicity and in accorclance with the 
proof, the matrices of the impedance relationship are calculatecl only once, namely for the initia! 
positions q;o. This means that during motion the dam ping and stiffness properties in the six Cartesian 
directions change, but the (asymptotic) stability is guaranteed as long as the elements of the diagonal 
matrices S;o and B;o are chosen positive. 

Motion and internal force control 

The simulation results for motion and internal force and moment control are shown in figure 
4 .6 . To obtain these results, the feedback controllers are given the same gains as for the simulations 
with only motion control (section 4.2 .r) . The parameters of the impedance controllers are selected 
as B;o = '6 and S;o = 100 '6 to obtain critica] dam ping and a bandwidth of r.6 Hz in the decoupled 
coordinates z;. The position !;,,.xodo.r and orientation ~odu errors of figure 4.6 are the errors between 
the desired and actual position and orientation 

1 
!;,,.x,"/o.r = Xoci.r - Xo.l ~odo = 2 (no X nod + ,\'o X S0 d + 0 0 X a,"/). 
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Figure 4.7: Simulation results motion and internal force-based impedance contra/. Increased gains Di , Bi and Si. 

They describe the error between the input and the output of the controlled system (see figure 3.3). 
From the top plots of figure 4.6, convergence to zero of the position and orientation error can be ob
served. No visible difference can be observed when comparing this convergence to the convergence 
when applying only motion control (figure 4.5). The internal forces and moments (bottom plots of fig
ure 4.6)) however are kept bounded and converge to zero. The manipulators only apply the forces and 
moments required to move the object. The building up of internal forces and moments is prevented, 
so that the object and manipulators will not be damaged. 

In the remainder of this section, the influence of the impedance parameters, achieving a desired 
internal force and handling a disturbance on the object will be discussed. 

Parameter influence 

The parameters Di , Bi and Si of the impedance relationship (3. 33) determine the contact dynamics 
between manipulator i and the object. Increasing these parameters with a factor ro, compared to the 
previous simulation, results in figure 4.7. The desired object trajectory Xod is shown in figure 4+ 
By increasing the gains, more emphasize is put on controlling the motion errors t...i;. Compared to 
figure 4 .6, this results in larger values for the internal forces J, and moments µ,1 . 

Instead of increasing all parameters of the impedance relationship (3.33) , it is also possible to 
change only the desired stiffness Si and/or the desired damping matrix Bi . Changing Si will in
fluence the bandwidth of the impedance relationship, whereas changing Bi will mainly influence 
the damping. To show the influence, the diagonal stiffness matrix S;o is increased with a factor 20 

(SiO = 2000h), compared to the simulation results of figure 4.6. The simulation results are shown 
in figure 4.8. The desired object trajectory Xod is again shown in figure 4+ Compared to the re
sults in figure 4.6, the internal forces J, and moments /1,f are larger, since more emphasize is put on 
controlling the motion error t...i0 • 
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Figure 4.8: Sim11/atio11 results motion and internnl force-bnsed i1npeda11ce co11tro/. lncreased bandwidth impedance 
con trol/er. 

Nonzero desired internal force 

To avoid damage of the object, the internal forces and moments h I should be kept as small as 
possible (preferably equal to zero) . However, in some cases it might be useful to apply a controlled 
amount of compression, tension, torsion or bending to the object. This can be achieved by applying a 
nonzero desired internal force trajectory h '" to the impedance controller (3. 33). Note that the desired 
internal force should be in the null space of J0 ,.(x0 ,.)r . In figure 4.9 simulation results are shown fora 
combined translation and compression of the object. The desired motion of the object is a translation 
in z-direction (see the left plot of figure 4.9(a)) . The desired internal force tra jectory in y-direction 
.fi,1 . .,, to achieve a combined compression of 2 N, is shown in the right plot of figure 4.9(a). The 
simulation results are shown in figure 4.9(6) . The motion errors converge to zero (top plots) . In the 
bottom plots, the convergence to zero of the internal force t,,..fi and moment t,,.µ, 1 errors is shown. 
The internal force error in y-direction t<,..fi._v also converges to zero, thus the desired compression is 
achieved. 

Disturbance object dynamics 

The object dynamics are not required for both the motion controller (3.19) and impedance relation
ship (3.33). By measuring the contact force h between the manipulators and object, the dynamics of the 
object are compensated. As long as the object is rigid (and the manipulators tightly grasp the object), 
the motion controller (3.19) is capable of controlling the position and orientation of the object, even if 
the object has internal dynamics (for example a cup with water) or if a disturbance force is acting on 
it. In figure 4.ro the simulation results are shown fora translation of the object, which is subject to 
a disturbance force in x -, y - and z-direction, acting on its center of mass. The unscaled disturbance 
force _f;t; , 1 is shown in the right plot of figure 4.ro(a) and consists of sines with frequencies of 2, 7 and 
19 Hz. The applied disturbance forces in x- , y - and z-direction are obtained by sealing this disturbance 
force with a factor o .r, 0 .05 and 0.05 respectively. The simulation results are shown in figure 4.ro(b). 
The top plots show the convergence to zero of the position t,,.x0 t1o.1 and orientation /;oda error of the 
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object. The bottom plots show the forces / 0 and moments µ, 0 acting on the object. In these plots it 
can be seen that the disturbance force is significant. In the x-component of / 0 , the gravitational force 
is dominant, in the y-component of / 0 the acceleration force can be observed. The middle plots of 
figure 4.1o(b) show the internal forces and moments. Apart from a small transient, the internal forces 
and moments are controlled to zero. The transient is caused by the disturbance force on the object. 
The frequency of the transient is larger than the bandwidth of the impedance controller. Therefore, it 
cannot be suppressed as much as the lower frequencies. 

4.3 Discussion 

In this chapter, the model of the system with a closed kinematic chain, consisting of two Philips 
arms and a rigid, spherical object, was derived. Constraint equations were obtained to uniquely solve 
the dynamic equations. First, simulations were performed with only the motion controller to control 
the 6 DOF motion of the system. Controlling only the motion led to building up of internal forces and 
moments in the object. These internal forces and moments were dominating the forces and moments 
required to move the object and compensate for gravity. With the internal force-based impedance 
controller the internal forces and moments were controlled to avoid damaging the object and manipu
lators. There exists a trade-offbetween controlling the internal forces and moments and the motion of 
the object. Tuis trade-off depends on the choice of the parameters in the impedance relationship. It is 
shown that the controllers can even control a desired amount of compression by specifying a desired 
internal force trajectory. Both the motion and impedance controller do not require knowledge of the 
object's dynamics. Therefore, the controllers are capable ofhandling disturbance forces on, or internal 
dynamics of the object. 

In this and the previous chapter only free motion of the object is considered. During free mo
tion, damage of the object and manipulators due to internal forces and moments can be prevented. 
However, when the object makes contact with the environment, the internal force-based impedance 
controller will not be sufficient to prevent damage. If the contact between object and environment is 
not controlled, large contact forces may arise. In the next chapter it will be shown that the cascade 
controller of figure 3. 3 can be extended to control also the contact between object and environment. 
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Chapter 5 

Object impedance control 

In the previous chapters, controllers have been designed and tested to control the motion and the 
internal forces and moments of the object in free motion. A contact of the object with the environ
ment was not considered. Contacts of the object with the environment can give rise to large contact 
forces that can damage the object, manipulators or environment. In this chapter, it will be shown 
that the control structure of chapter 3 (shown in figure 3.3) can be extended with an object impedance 
controller, that controls the contact between the object and environment. In section 5.r, the object 
impedance controller will be discussed, together with the (asympto tic) stability analysis. This con
troller will be applied in simulation in the next section. In the last section, the results and properties 
of the object impedance controller will be discussed. 

5.1 Object impedance controller 

In literature, several results are published related to object impedance control. The main focus 
is put on obtaining low contact forces in case of undesired contact. Stability of the control schemes 
is only investigated in [6 ]. The authors conclude that stability can only be guaranteed for a passive 
mapping of the environment. Asymptotic stability can only be guaranteed in the directions without 
contact. 

For this project, it is assumed that the manipulators operate in a known environment and that a 
commanded contact force h ex i .c between object and environment should be achieved. For each point 
in time, it is assumed that the damping and stiffness properties of the environment, and the directions 
of contact of the object with the environment, are known. Passivity of the environment is not required 
and even moving elements can be handled. Cleaning a surface with for example a brush, glueing an 
object to the environment or assembly tasks with complex components are examples that can be clone 
with the contro ller discussed in this chapter. 

To control also the contact forces and moments between the object and the environment, the con
trol structure of figure 3.3, described by equations (3,19) and (3.33), is extended. The new control 
structure, based on the results of (4, 8], is shown in figure 5.1. 

The inputs of the extended control structure are the commanded object trajectory 
X oc = / Xoc. t E IR.3 , R oe E lR.3 

x
3 l, commanded object/environment contact forces .f~xt .c E IR.3 and mo-

ments µ, ex t. c E IR.3 , with h ext. c = [ .f/"xi .c µ,[ru f and the desired internal forces and moments 
h Id E IR611 . The object impedance controller computes the desired object trajectory Xod from the com
manded object tra jectory x 0 " to track the commanded object/environment contact force h ex i. c- The 
desired object trajectory x 0 ,1 is converted into the desired end-effector trajectories x,1 via the closed 
chain constraints. The desired end-effector tra jectories are the input for the internal force-based 
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Figure 5.1: Black diagram of system and motion and impedance controllers. 
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h 

impedance controller, as described in chapter 3. The object impedance relationship, to control the 
object/environment contact farces , reads 

(5.1) 

with D0 , B0 , S0 E JR6 x 6 the desired object inertia, damping and stiffness matrices and /). xocd the posi
tion and orientation error between the commanded and desired object trajectories !').xocd = Xoc - Xod• 

The commanded Xoc E JR6 and desired Xod E JR6 object trajectories are defined as 

_ [ Xoc ,t ] Xoc -
Xoc,a 

Xod = [ 
Xod ,t ] 
Xod ,a 

(5.2) 

with Xoc, t E JR3 the position and Xoc,a E JR3 the orientation part of the commanded object trajectory 
and Xod ,t E JR3 the position and Xod ,a E JR3 the orientation part of the desired object trajectory. Any 
minimal set of parameters can be used to define the orientations (for example Euler angles). The 
commanded object velocity Xoc E JR6 and acceleration Xoc E JR6 are defined as 

, _ [ Xoc, 1 ] Xoc - • 
Xoc, a 

.. _ [ Xoc ,t ] Xoc - •· 
Xoc,a 

(5.3) 

and the desired object velocity Xod E JR6 and acceleration Xod E JR6 are defined as 

. _ [ Xo dc, t ] Xod - • 
Xod ,a 

.. _ [ Xod,t ] Xod- .. . 
Xod,a 

(5.4) 

Note that the time derivatives of the Euler angles are used and not the angular velocities and accel
erations. The relationship between the time derivative of the Euler angles and the angular velocity is 
given by 

Woc 

Wod 

T (Xoc, a )Xoc,a 

T(Xod ,a )Xod ,a 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

where the transformation matrix T (-) E lR 3 x 3 depends on the choice of angular parametrization and 
becomes rank deficient at representation singularities [41]. 

The object/environment contact force and moment error t,..hex t ,cd E JR6 is defined as the difference 
between the commanded h ext ,c and desired h ext ,d contact farces and moments 

Ah h h [ f ext ,c ] [ fext,d ] u ex t ,cd = ext ,c - ext ,d = -
/.,lex t, c /.,l ex t ,d 

(5.7) 

with fex t ,c E JR3 and /.,lex t .c E JR3 the commanded contact forces and moments and f ex t,d E JR3 and 
/.,l ex t ,d E JR3 the desired contact farces and moments. Note that the actual contact farces and moments 
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are not used in the impedance relationship (5.r). The idea is that the object impedance controller 
results in a desired object trajectory x 0 c1 that, when tracked by the internal force-based impedance 
controller (3.33) and motion controller (3.19), results in a contact force hexi equal to the commanded 
contact force h ex 1. c -

The object/environment contact forces f~x 1 E JR3 and moments /1,exi E JR3 are modeled as me
chanica! springs and dampers 

(5.8) 

with S env E JR6
x 6 the stiffness and Benv E JR6 x

6 the damping matrix of the environment. The diagonal 
selection matrix I: has diagonal elements being either 1 in the directions of contact or O in the direc
tions without contact. lt is assumed that these three matrices are known. The vector Xrn v contains the 
position Xenv.1 and orientation Xenv.a (Euler angles) of the environment 

_ [ Xe11 v.1 ] 
X en v -

Xen v. a 

and Xen v contains the translation Xenv.1 and orientation Xen v.a velocities of the environment 

. [ Xenv ,l ] 
X en u == • -

X e111 1,a 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Again, the time derivatives of the Euler angles are used to express the rotational velocities. The com
manded hexi.c and desired h exi.d object/environment contact forces are modeled in a similar way as 
h e îl in equation (5.8) 

h e.rl.c 

he.rt,d 

LSenv (Xoc - Xen u ) + L Be,11• Ci'oc - ,'fen v ) 

L S e111; (Xod - Xe,11, ) + L Ben v (Xod - Xenv) . 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

Using equations (5.7), (5.rr ) and (5.12), the external forces and moments error t,,.h ex i can be writ
ten as 

t,,.h e.r 1 LSe111• (Xoc ·- Xenv) + L B en, , Uoc - ,'fenv) - LSen v (X,){/ - Xenv) - L Be,,u Ci:od - Xenv) 

LSen v (Xoc ·-X,!l/) + LBenv (Xoc - Xoc!) 

Substituting this expression into the object impedance relationship (5.1), results in 

D o t,,.iocd + Bot,,. ,iocd + Sot,,.Xocd 

D u t,,.iocd + (Bo - LBe,, v ) t,,.iocd + (So - LSen v ) t,,.xocd 0. 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

Note that for the impedance controller, the position and orientation of the environment are not re
quired. The selection matrix I: is used to determine if the object is in contact with the environment. 
From equation (5.14) the added value of the object impedance controller can be observed. With the 
matrices B0 and S0 the dam ping and stiffness properties of the contact can be shaped. With the de
sired inertia matrix D0 the contact can be given inertial properties. The object impedance controller 
makes it possible to shape the contact dynamics and even obtain the same transients after contact with 
elements of the environment with different damping and stiffness properties. 

In the next sections, the stability and asymptotic stability of the object impedance controller are 
investigated. 

5.1.1 Stability analysis 

Stability of the controlled system, consisting of multiple manipulators, the rigid object, motion con
troller (3-19), internal force-based impedance controller (3.33) and object impedance controller (5.14), 
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is investigated with the candidate Lyapunov function 

1 · T . 1 T 
V3 = Vi + 21::,.xocdDo!::,Xocd + 21::,.xocd (So - :ESenv) l::,xocd (5.15) 

where D 0 is positive definite and S0 should be designed to make S0 - :ESenv positive definite. Calcu
lating the time derivative i\ results in 

V3 = V2 + !::,xicd [Do!::,Xocd + (So - :ESenv ) l::,xocd] 

and using the object impedance relationship of equation (5,!4) 

V3 = -1::,.xT Kv!::,x -1::,.iT B !::,i - 1::,.xicd (Bo - :EBenv) !::,xocd S 0 
'-,.-''-,-''-----..,,.-------' 

~o ~o ~o 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

where it is assumed that with a proper tuning of B 0 the matrix B 0 - :E B env is positive definite. The 
matrices Kv and B are also positive definite, so from equation (5,!7) stability of the complete system 
can be concluded: for t - 00, !::,x, !::,i, !::,xocd - 0. Thus for t - 00, l::,x - Ct ' !::,x - ei and 
!::,xocd -► c3, with c1, c 2 and c3 constant parameters. Note that the system is stable, even when the 
object is in contact with the environment. In the next section, asymptotic stability is investigated. 

5.1.2 Asymptotic stability analysis 

In sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.3 it was shown that the system with motion and internal force-based 
impedance controller is asymptotically stable (for t -► oo, !::,x , !::,x -► 0). Asymptotic stability of 
the object impedance controller (5,!4) is investigated with LaSalle's invariance principle. The radially 
unbounded set S"23 is defined as 

••3 = !::,x, !::,x , !::,x, !::,x E , uXocd , uXocd E r> { ' - .:_ JR6n A A ' JR6 V3(!::,x , !::,x , !::,x , !::,i, !::,xocd , !::,xocd) S oo}. 

(5.18) 
The set E3 in Q3 is defined as 

E3 { l::,x, !::,x, !::,x , !::,i, !::,xocd, !::,xocd E Q3 1 V3 = o} , 
= { !::,x, !::,x , !::,x , !::,i, !::,xocd, !::,xocd E Q3 j l::,x = !::,i = !::,xocd = o} . (5.19) 

The set N3 is defined as the largest invariant set in E3. The set N3 is obtained by substituting 
!::,xocd = l::,xocd = 0 in equation (5,!4) 

(So - :ESenv) !::,xocd = 0. (5.20) 

The matrix S0 - :ESenv is positive definite, so the unique solution to (5.20) is 

(5.21) 

Thus, the largest invariant set N3 in E3 is 

N3 = {1::,.x, !::,x, !::,x, !::,i, l::,xocd, !::,xocd E E3 1 !::,x = !::,x = l::,xocd = o}. (5.22) 

From LaSalle's invariance principle it can be concluded that fort -► oo, !::,x , !::,x, !::,xocd -► 0, so the 
equilibrium point l::,x = !::,x = !::,x = !::,i = !::,xocd = !::,iocd = 0 is asymptotically stable. Thus with 
the control structure of figure s-r the motion of the object can be controlled, together with the internal 
forces and moments of the object and the contact forces and moments between the object and the 
environment. 

In the next section, the object impedance controller will be applied on a simulated system to 
demonstrate the stability analysis and to show the advantage of shaping the object/environment con
tact dynamics. 
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Xw 

Figure 5.2: Side view of the closed chai11 system with the environment. 

Tab Ie 5.1: Properties environment. 

Zenv 0.4m 

Senv 1- 104 N/m 

1 Ns/m 

5.2 Simulations 

The object impedance controller of the previous section is applied on the same simulated system as 
in chapter 4. In section 5.2.1 the model of the system and environment are discussed. The simulation 
results are treated in section 5.2.2. 

5.2.1 Model of the system and environment 

The system consists of the same Philips arms and object as discussed in chapter 4. The envi
ronment consists of a fixed wal!. with stiffness Senv and dam ping ben v · The wal! is positioned in the 
Xw-Yw-plane of the world frame at z,,, = Zen v · The initia! position and orientation of the system and 
the fixed vertical wal! are shown in figure 5.2. It is assumed that the object can slip over the surface of 
the wal!, so there are no contact moments and the contact force is normal to the wal!. The values of 
the position ZrnlJ• stiffness Senv and damping hem, of the environment are listed in table 5.1. 

5.2.2 Results 

In each simulation, the same commanded trajectory Xoc is used. The initia! position and orienta
tion of the object are Xoco = [- 0.4 , 0, 0.2 , 0, 0, Of. In the first 0.5 s of the simulation, the object 
is translated 0.1 m in the z-direction of the world frame to make contact with the wal! (impact at low 
velocity, see left top plot of figure 5.3). When contact with the wal! is made, a contact force of f~x 1 .c = 5 
N is commanded in 5 ms. 

The cascaded control structure shown in figure 5.1 allows for deactivating one or both impedance 
controllers. When an impedance controller is deactivated, the output is equal to the input. Below, 
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Figure 5.3: Simulation results with only the motion controller activated. The vertical solid lines indicate the time of 
contact with the environment. 

several controller configurations are discussed to illustrate the importance of controlling both the 
internal and external forces and moments. In the first configuration, both impedance controllers are 
deactivated and only the inner motion control loop is active. In the next two configurations, only one 
of the impedance controllers is activated, together with the motion controller. In the last configuration, 
both impedance controllers and the motion controller are activated and the overall control scheme of 
figure 5,1 is considered. In the remaining simulation, the influence of the parameters of the object 
impedance controller will be investigated. 

Motion control 

In the first control configuration both impedance controllers are deactivated. Only the inner mo
tion con trol loop is active (consider the con trol scheme of figure 3.2). The simulation results are shown 
in figure 5. 3. The position and orientation of the object were given the same initial offset as in the pre
vious chapter. The feedback controllers also have the same gains as for the simulations in chapter 
4: Kp; = IOOh and K u; = 1216. The middle two plots of figure 5.3 show the position ~Xoca, t and 
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orientation ~oca errors between the commanded and actual trajectory 

1 
1':!,. xoca.t = Xo c .t - Xo ,t ~oca = 2 (n o X noc + So X Soc + G0 X ll0 c ). 

The errors converge to zero asymptotically. At 0.5 s, the position error in z-direction l':!,.xoca.t .c in
creases due to the commanded contact force with the wall (note that in the direction of contact, the 
commanded contact force f ~x t .c and the commanded position Xo c .c of the object are coupled via equa
tion (5,11)). The commanded f ~.r1 .c .c and actual f ~xt .c contact forces are shown in the right top plot of 
figure 5. 3- The overshoot of the actual contact force is the result of the deactivated object impedance 
controller and the underdamped wal!. The motion controller is entirely responsible for the settling 
time. In the bottom two plots, the internal forces and moments 1':!,. h I are shown. They are not con
trolled and can lead to significant values that can damage the object and manipulators. 

Motion control and one impedance controller 

Simulation results of the configurations with only one impedance controller activated, are shown 
and discussed in appendix D. When the internal force-based impedance controller is active, the in
ternal forces are controlled. Activa ting only the object impedance controller, results in a controlled 
response of the object/environment contact force, but the internal forces and moments domina te the 
forces acting on the object. 

Motion control, internal force-based and object impedance control 

In this control configuration both impedance controllers and the motion controller are activated, 
so that the internal forces of the object and the object/environment contact forces can be controlled. 
The simulation results are shown in figure 5+ For the internal force-based impedance controller the 
same desired inertia, dam ping and stiffness matrices D 1, B 1, and S1 are used as for the simulations 
in chapter 4. For the object impedance controller, the following parameters were chosen to obtain a 
critically damped object impedance controller 

D0 = 0.1 '6 

with '6 the 6 x 6 identity matrix. For the simulations , the same commanded object trajectory X oc 

was used as in the previous simulations in this chapter (left top plot of figure 5-4). The object po
sition 1':!,.x0 rn. t and orientation ~orn error converge to zero. The slightly larger orientation error ~orn. _,,, 

compared to figure 5. 3, is the result of the trajectory computation by both impedance controllers. Com
pared to controlling only the motion of the object (figure 5-3) , the internal forces fi and moments µ, 1 

of figure 5-4 converge to zero when the internal force-based impedance controller is activated. The 
disturbance at 0.55 sis caused by the impact of the object with the wal!. 

The contact force f ~xt when both impedance controllers are activated, is shown in the right top 
plot of figure 5+ In order to compare this resulting contact force, it is shown in figure 5.5 together 
with the resulting contact forces for the other con trol configurations. When applying both impedance 
controllers , the contact force has a smaller settling time and less overshoot, compared to applying only 
motion control and applying motion and internal force-based impedance control. Thus, the contact 
dynamics can be shaped to obtain better performance. 

It has to be noted that in the previous section, asymptotic stability was only proven for free motion 
and for contact between the object and the environment. For the transition from free motion to con
strained motion (the impact) , stabili ty and asymptotic stability were not investigated. Problems may 
arise in case of impact at relatively high velocity, due to a discontinuity in the contact fo rce, caused by 
the damper term in the assumed model of the environment (5 .8). This discontinuity in the contact 
force can be observed in figure 5.5. In the performed simulations, the impact occurs at low velocity to 
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results motion contra/, internal force-based impedance con trol and object impedance contra/. 
The vertical solid lines indicate the time of contact with the environment. 

keep the influence of this discontinuity small, but the influence can still be observed in the internal 
forces and moments. 

With the parameters D0 , B0 and S0 the object/environment contact dynamics can be determined 
completely. With the desired damping matrix B0 , the amount of damping of the contact dynamics 
can be controlled. The desired inertia D0 and stiffness S0 matrices determine the bandwidth of the 
impedance controller and thus the settling time. In appendix D.3 an example of a simulation with 
different parameters is shown. Another benefit of the object impedance controller (5-I) is that by 
proper tuning of the parameters, the same contact dynamics can be achieved for different types of 
environment (different damping and stiffness properties). 

5.3 Discussion 

In this chapter, it is shown that the cascaded control structure described in chapter 3 can be ex
tended to control also the contact forces between object and environment. Under the assumption that 
certain properties of the environment are known, a commanded contact force can be obtained with 
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asymptotic convergence. In contrary to impedance contro llers that keep the contact fo rces limited in 
case of undesired contact, passivity of the environment is not required. 

Simulations have shown the advantage of controlling the object/environment contact forces. With
out object impedance control, the contact dynamics entirely depend on the properties of the environ
ment (the object is assurned to be rigid). With the object impedance controller it becomes possible 
to tune the object/environment contact dynamics. Using the combined control structure with mo
tion controller, internal force-based impedance controller and object impedance controller, even the 
combination of motion and internal forces and moments of the object and object/environment con
tact forces and moments can be controlled. With the parameters of the object impedance controller 
it is even possible to obtain the same contact dynamics for contact with the environment exhibiting 
differen t damping and stiffness properties. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis, the control of robot arms performing cooperative manipulation of an object is inves
tigated. Non-redundant robot arms with a fixed base, stiff links and joints that feature no flexibility 
are considered. The rigid object to be manipulated is assumed to be grasped tightly (i. e. no degrees 
of freedom at the contact points between the object and manipulators) by the stiff end-effectors. The 
action of grasping the object is not taken into account, it is assumed that the object is already grasped 
by the manipulators. Knowledge of the kinematics and dynamics of the manipulators and of the ge
ometry of the object, is assumed to be available. The cooperative manipulation takes place in a known 
environment. 

Controlling the cooperative manipulation is more complex than controlling a single manipulator. 
Apart from the motion of the system, also the internal object forces, disturbance forces and contact 
forces with the environment have to be handled. Several control structures exist that can be used for 
cooperative manipulation. From these existing control structures, impedance control is selected as 
the most suitable and practical control algorithm for cooperative manipulation, since it is capable of 
controlling the motion of, and internal and external forces acting on the object. 

The controllers related to the free motion of the object are discussed in chapter 3. A cascade 
controller is designed to control the motion of the object and the internal forces and moments acting 
on the object. The inner loop is the motion control loop. The motion controller for each manipulator is 
an inverse dynamics controller in the task space, that linearizes and output decouples the system. The 
new control input of the inverse dynamics controller consists of a PO-feedback part and acceleration 
feedforward. A singularity-free angle/axis parametrization is used to represent the orientations. To 
control the internal forces and moments, an impedance relationship is enforced between the object 
and manipulators. This impedance relationship also uses the angle/axis parametrization to express 
the rotational directions. In contrast to results published in literature, asymptotic stability is proven 
for the cascade controlled system. 

The application of the cascade controller to control the motion of, and the internal forces acting 
on the object, is studied in simulation. Two manipulators are rigidly connected to a spherical object. 
Guidelines are given on how to tune the parameters of the internal force-based impedance controller. 
This tuning is based on the mass and mass moments of inertia feit by the end-effector of the manipu
lator. The simulation results show the importance of controlling the internal forces and moments and 
verify the asymptotic stability. By specifying a desired internal force trajectory, compression, tension, 
bending and torsion of the object can be controlled. The cascade controller is even capable ofhandling 
low frequent disturbance forces acting on the object. 
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Finally, it is shown that the cascade controller can also be extended with an object impedance 
controller to control the contact forces between the manipulated object and the environment. With 
the object impedance controller, the object can apply a controlled amount of force or torque on the 
known environment. Unlike the existing impedance controllers, asymptotic stability can be guaran
teed and passivity of the environment is not required. In simulations, it is verified that with the ob
ject impedance controller, the object/environment contact dynamics can be controlled. By tuning the 
impedance parameters, the contact dynamics can be shaped and the desired response can be obtained. 

6.2 Recommendations for future work 

The results presented in this report can be extended in several ways. To complete the design and 
application, it is recommended to apply the presented controllers on an experimental setup. In this 
way, the stability and performance can be investigated under realistic conditions and more practical 
insight can be obtained. 

A useful step towards experiments is increasing the accuracy of the model of the manipulators 
to improve the practical application of the inverse dynamics controllers. For instance, the motor dy
namics, gearbox ratios of the actuators, friction and play in the joints could be taken into account. 
Parameter identification may be required to obtain accurate model parameters. The inverse dynamics 
controller and the matrices of the internal force-based impedance controller depend on the dynamica! 
properties of the manipulators, so obtaining accurate parameter values will improve the performance 
of the controlled physical system. 

A model to describe the dynamics of a manipulator may not be perfect, due to uncertainties in 
dynamics and model parameters. The controllers presented in this report rely on accurate models. 
It is therefore recommended to investigate the application of robust, adaptive or data-based control 
techniques for cooperative manipulation. 

The controllers designed in this report are designed for multiple manipulators, handling a single 
common object. So far, only simulations are performed with two similar manipulators. To show ap
plicability of the control structure, simulations and/or experiments could be performed on more than 
two manipulators, being not necessarily identical. Any type of object can be handled with the con
trollers. This could be demonstrated by manipulating objects with different geometries, dimensions 
and dynamica! properties. In this project, the grasp of the manipulators on the object is assumed to 
be tight, but other types of grasps or even the action of grasping the object could be studied. Further
more, there are no restrictions on the position and orientation of the point of contact between object 
and manipulator, so the effect of different contact positions (influencing the null space of the object 
Jacobian) on the control of the internal forces and moments could be investigated. 

With the presented object impedance controller, the object/environment contact dynamics can be 
shaped. In the presented stability proof, asymptotic stability of the object impedance controller was 
proven for both free motion and contact of the object with the environment. The transition from free 
motion to constrained motion (the impact) was not considered. A discontinuity in the contact force 
occurs at the time of impact, due to the damper term in the assumed model of the environment. Tuis 
discontinuity can lead to undesired contact dynamics, especially in the case of impact at high velocity. 
It is therefore recommended to investigate how the impact between object and environment can be 
controlled. Possibilities are to use a different object impedance controller, or to use a different model 
of the environment that does not have a discontinuity in the contact force at impact. For example 
the Hunt-Crossley model, which gives a better representation of viscoelastic materials. Friction and 
slippage of the contact between object and environment are also not considered in this study. By 
proper modeling of the contact force, the object impedance controller should be able to handle these 
situations as well. 

Furthermore, accurate knowledge of the environment is required for the object impedance con
troller, but this knowledge might not always be available. In order to use the object impedance con-
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troller in case of imperfect knowledge of the environment, an observer for the contact force, identifica
tion of the properties of the environment or an adaptive controller with adaptation of the parameters 
of the contact dynamics (i.e. contact stiffness, dam ping, location) could be investigated. 

In case there is no information about the environment, the object impedance controller fails to 
perform properly. Several researchers have investigated possibilities to keep the contact forces limited 
in case of undesired contact, but stability is not always investigated. For object impeclance control, 
controlling a commanded amount of contact force and moment in case of an unknown environment 
has not yet been investigated. For optima! use of the object impedance controller, it is recommended 
to extend the controller to operate under these conditions, so that the control structure can be used for 
a wide range of applications. For these applications proper measurements or estimation of the contact 
force is required. 

Other ways of extending the range of applications of the control structure is to take a wider scope 
of cooperative manipulating systems into account. For example, systems with redundant or mobile 
manipulators can be investigated. Cooperative manipulators with flexible links or joints are not con
sidered in this project, but are widely discussed in literature. For these systems it could be investigated 
to what degree the presented control structure suffices and how it can be improved to be applicable on 
such systems as wel!. 
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Appendix A 

Properties of ~Rf 

The rotation matrices R"' E )R_3 x 3 and Rw E JR_3 x 3 can be expressed in the orthogonal unit vectors IJ lr 
of R;';, and R;';. 

R IJ} [ Id= n1t1 ,\'Je/ GJtf ] 

where n Id, s Id and a Id are the orthogonal unit vectors of R ;i;, 

n1c1 x s1c1 = a1c1 

Sid X n Id = --a 1J 

Sid X lllJ = n1d 

a 1c1 X S1d = -n1c1 

and nI,, si, and a I, are the orthogonal unit vectors of R;1
;. 

nI, x s1, = a i, 

s1, x nI, = - ai, 

sir x lllr = n1r 

aI, x sir= -n1r 

,\îr a 1,, ] 

Clid X n1d = ,\îd 

n1c1 X Clid = - sid 

air x nI,, = .l'Jr 

nI" X CIJr = -,\'ir 

and " x " the cross product. The difference between the rotation matrices t::. R;° can be expressed as 

AR- 111 RIi' RU) [ 
L\ 1 = Id - Jr = n1d - nI,,, s1c1 - Sir, CIJd - Clir ] . 

A.1 Rank of t),. Rt 

When the two rotation matrices R;';, and R;'; are not equal, the rank of t::.R;" -1- 0 is larger than 
zero. The determinant is computed to check whether t::. R;" has full rank. The determinant of a 3 x 3 
matrix Nis related to its columns a, band c 

det(N) = a • (h x c) = c • (a x b) = b • (c x a) 

with " • " the dot product. The determinant of t::. R;" reads 

(111d - n1,,) · ((S'Jd - si,,) x (a1d - a1,,)) 

( 11 1 d - n 1,, ) T (s I ei x a 1" - s Id x a 1,, - s 1" x a 1" + .1· 1" x a 1 ,, ) 

(n1J - n1,,)T (n1c1 - .l'Jd x aI, - sir x llJd + n1,,) 

T T T T 
n 1c1n1c1 - n 1d (s1d x a1,,) - n 1,1 (sir x a1d) + n 1dnl r 

T T( , ) T(, ) T -n 1"n1t1 + n I" s1d x aI,, + n I,, .11" x a1t1 - n 1"n1,, 

T T T T 
- -n 1d ( ,\îd x a1,,) - n 1c1 (.l'Jr x C/Jd) + n I,, (,lïd x a1,) + n I ,, (s1" x a1c1). 
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Figure A.1: n1d, n1r, s 1d and sir when a1d = air· 

U sing the following property of the scalar triple product 

a • (b x c) = b • (c x a) = c • (a x b), 

the determinant of t;.R.f can be simplified to 

T T T T = -a,r (n1d x S1d) - s1r (aid x n1d) + s 1d (air x n1r) + ald (nir x sir) 

T T T T = -a,rald - s,rsld + s 1dslr + a,dalr 

= 0. 

(A.2) 

So t;. Rf is not of full rank and can only have rank I or 2 . Proving that the rank of t;. Rf is always equal 
to 2 (assuming t;.R.f =/= 0) will be clone in two cases. First the case when one of the columns of t;.Rf 
is equal to zero will be investigated (if two columns are equal to zero, the third one is as well). Toen 
the case when all columns of t;.R.f are nonzero will be investigated. 

V V 

If one of the columns of t;.R.f, say a1d-a1r, is equal to zero, then a1d = air and n ld, n lr, s1d and 
sir span a plane in JR3. Since n ld ..l.. Sld and Sld ..l.. sir, it can be sown that (n 1d-n1r) ..l.. (sid-Slr) 

holds. The dot product between two vectors a and b can be expressed in their magnitudes Il • Il 
and the angle between the vectors 0 

so 

a · b = llall 11h11 cos(0), 

n1d · Sld - n1d · sir - n1r · Sld + n1r · sir 

-nid · sir - n1r · Sld 

The columns of the rotation matrices are of unit length. The angles 01 = f - y and 02 = f + y 
can be obtained from figure A.1. So 

7T 7T 
(n1d - n1r) · (s1d - sir) - cos( 2 - y) - cos( 2 + y) 

= - sin(y) + sin(y) 

= 0. (A.3) 

So (n ld - n,r) ..l.. (s1d - sir). This means that these two columns are not parallel, so the rank of 
t;. R f is not equal to 1. 
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À À 

If t:,Rr' has rank r, then its columns should be parallel, so each combination of the cross product 
between two columns should be zero 

À 

The cross product between the first two columns of t:,_ R ;" reads 

n1J X S1J + n1 ,- X s1,. - n1d X s1,. - n1,- X StJ 

GIJ+ ai,. - n1 d X s,,. - n1r X s1c1 

and the cross product between the last two columns of t:,_ R;" reads 

(s1c1 - s1,.) x (a1r1 - a1,.) SJd X GJd + Sir X CIJr - S]d X G]r - S]r X Glei 

n1c1 + n1,. - ,\'id X a1,. - Sir X G]d-

If the rank of t:,_ Rr' is equal to r, then equation (A-4) is equal to zero 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

a1c1 + ai,. - n 1c1 x sI,. - n1r x s1c1 = 0 a1c1 = n1c1 x sI,. + n,,. x Sid -- ai,.. (A.6) 

Substituting the expression obtained for a1d into equation (A.5) results in 

(s1 c1 - s1,.) x (a1c1 - a1,.) n1 c1 + nI,. - .l'JJ x a1,. - s i" x (n1c1 x SJ,. + nI,- x ,\îd - air) 

n1c1 + nI,. - S]J X G],- - ,lïr X (n1d X s1,.) 

- s i,- X (n1" X SJJ) + ,lî,- X a1,-

n1 c1 + 2n1,- - SJJ X Cl],- - S]r X (n1 c1 X SJ,-) - si" X (n1" X S1d). 

The cross product between three vectors can be expressed as 

So 

a x (b x c) = (a • c) b - (a • h)c. 

n1c1 + 2n1,- - SJJ x a1,- - (si ,.· s1,-)n1c1 +(s i ,-· n1J)S1 ,

- (.1·1,. · s1c1)n1,. +(si,-· n1,.)s1,1 

(2 - sir· s1J) n1,. + (s1,. · n1,1h1r - s1d x aI,.. 

It can be shown that (s 1,1 - s1,.) x (a1d - a1,-) f= 0 by taking the dot product with nI" 

(A.7) 

nI,- · ( (2 - si,-· S1d) n1,. + (.lï,- · n1c1)s1,. - .1· 1c1 x a1,.) 

(2 - sI,- · s1,1) - n1,. · (.~Id x a1,-) 

and using the scalar triple product of equation (A.2) 

nI,- · ((s1J - s 1,-) x (a1d - a1,.)) (2 - s1,- · .1·1c1) - sI,1 · (a1" x n1,-) 

= (2 - s,,. -s1c1)-s 1c1 - s,,. 

When .l'td f= si,-, si,- • s 1d < l , because both vectors are of unit length, so 

n1,- · ((,lïd - s1,.) x (a1d - a1,.)) > 0. (A.8) 

Since the dot product is not equal to zero, the cross product (,l'td - s 1,.) x (a1,1 - a1,-) f= 0. So 
when (n1d - n1 ,.) Il (s1<1 - s 1,.) , the vectors (s1d - s1,.) and (a 1d - a1,.) are not parallel, so t:,R;" 
has rank 2. 

From the above two cases it can be concluded that the rank of t:,_ R;" is equal to 2 (when t:,_ R;" f= 0). 
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A.2 Relation t1Rf and ~1 

In the previous section it was proven that ~ R1 has rank 2. In this section it will be shown that 
the orientation error i1, using the angle and axis representation, is in the null space of ~R1 (so all 
it's columns are orthogonal to i1 ). The orientation error i1, using the angle/axis representation, is 
expressed as 

- 1 
ÇI = '.2 (n1r X n1d + Sir X Sld + Glr X a1d) . 

By taking the dot product of the columns of ~R1 with i1, it can be shown that these columns are 
orthogonal to i1 . Below, the proof is given only for (n Id - n lr ), but for (s1d - sir) and (a1d - air) the 
same result can be obtained. 

1 

2(n1d - n1r) · (n1r X n1d + Sir X Sld + Glr X a1d) 

= 
1 

2(n1d - n1r) · (n1r X (n1d - n1r) + Si r X Sld + air X a1d) 

~((n1d - n1 r ) · (n1r x (n1d - n1r)) +(n1d - n1r) · (sir x S1d) 

=Û 

where n lr x n lr = 0 is used. The first term on the right hand side is equal to zero, since (n Id - n lr) is 
orthogonal to the vector (n1r x (n1d - n 1 )). Using the scalar triple product of equation (A.2) and the 
distributive over additive property, equation (A.9) becomes 

~( n1d · (sir x s1d) - n1r · (sir x S1d) + n1d · (air x a1d) - n1r · (air x a1d)) 

~(s1r · (Sld X n1d) - Sld · (n1r X Sir)+ Grl · (a1d X n1d) - a1d · (n1r X Gr1)) 

~ ( -Sir · a1d - Sld · Glr + Glr · Sld + a1d ·Sir) 

~ ( Glr · Sld - Glr · Sld + Sir · Gld - Sir · a1d) 

0. (A.10) 

The dot products (s1d - sir)· i1 and (a1d - air)· i1 are also equal to zero, so 

(A.11) 
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Appendix B 

Rank of W for ~Rf p}2 i= 0 

The matrix Win equation (3.90) reads 

(n 1d - n,,.l \Jl -
1 r ] 

(s1d - s1,-)T IJ.I - I r 
P I T t!,.RwT 11.(Rw pi ) 

12 1 lr 12 

where r and IJl are defined in equations (3.83) and (3 .84) and t!,. R\" is defi.ned in equation (3.85). 

The columns n Id - n 1,- and ·'Ïd - s,,. are the two independent columns of t!,. R;". It is assumed that 

t!,.R;"p/ 2 #0,sot!,.R;" #0 ➔ n1t1-n1, #0ands1d-s1,- #0. ThethirdrowofWcanberewrittento 

1 T AR-·wr/1.(R"' 1 ) 
P12 il 1 1,-P1 2 I T (R"'T R"'T) /\. (R,,, 1 ) P12 Id - lr 1,-P12 

/\. (R "' 1 ) (R"' R,,,) I - 1,- P12 Id - I r P1 2 

(R ,,, 1) ((R'" R,,' ) 1) - 1,-P12 X Id - lr P12 

(R "' 1 ) (R,,, 1 ) 1c1P1 2 X 1,-P1 2 · 

The third row of Wis only equal to zero when the vectors R;1
;1p/ 2 and Rl';.p/ 2 are parallel. Assuming 

small orientation errors and t!,. R;" = Rr;, - R;'; # 0, it can be concluded that the third row of W is 
nonzero. The rank of W is investigated by calculation of the determinant. The determinant of a 3 x 3 
matrix N can be determined with the scalar triple product 

det (N) = a • (b x c) 

with a , b and c the three columns of N . Using the property of the cross product under a matrix 
transformation 

(Ma) x (Mb)= det(M) M - T (a x h) 
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with ME lR3x 3, M-T the transpose of the inverse and a, b E lR.3, the determinant of W reads 

= 

= 

= 

= 

((R,dp/ 2) x (Rï;.p/ 2)) · ((rTw-T (n1d-n1r)) x (rTw-T (s1d-s1r))) 

( ( R1dPl2) X ( Rï;.p/2)) . ( det(\11- 1 f) ( rT w-TrT (n1d - n,r) X (S1d - s,r)) 

det(w-'r) A ( R1dPl2) Rï;.p/2. ( (rTw-TrT A (n1d -n,r) (s1d -sir)) 

-det(w- 1 f) (s1d - sir)T A (n1d - n,r) (rT w-T)-l A ( R1dPl2) Rï;.p/2 

,60 

with A (x) E lR 3 x 3 a skew symmetrie matrix of the vector x E lR 3. The matrices r and \IJ are de
signed to have full rank, so det(\IJ - 1f) -j. 0 and rTw-T is invertible. The columns n,d - nir 
and s1d - sir are independent, so (s1d - sir)T A (n1d - n1r) -:f:. 0 and since ó.R1 -j. 0, the vector 

A (R 1dp/i) R;1;_p/i -:f:. 0. 

With a proper choice of r T w-T (thus of the submatrices of the desired stiffness matrix S;) it is as

sumed that the vectors (Sid - s,rl A (n1d - n1r) and (rTw-Tr 1 
A (R1dPl2) Rï;.P/2 are not parallel, 

so that det ( W) -:f:. 0. Toen, the matrix W has full rank. 
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Appendix C 

Mass moments of inertia 

The mass moments of the inertia of the Philips arm were not listed in it's documentation, so they 
are derived in section C.1. In section C.2 the mass moments of inertia of the spherical object are 
derived. 

C.1 Philips arm 

The mass moments of inertia of the upper arm /2, forearm /4 and hand '6 are expressed with 
respect to their center of mass and are assumed to be diagonal 

[ 

hu 
/2 = 0 

0 

0 

/ 2.\'.V 

0 

0 ] () ' 

l2z: 
[ 

/ 4.r.r 

/4 = 0 
0 

0 

f4vv 
0 

() ] () ' 

14:: 
[ 

'6.n 
/6 = () 

0 

() 

'6_,T 
() 

The upper arm and forearm are modeled as cilinders and the hand is modeled as a cuboid, as is shown 
in figure C.1. The elements of the inertia matrices are computed with 

/ 
1 ) 

.r.r2 = 2m2rz, 

l rx4 = 12m4(3rJ + !}), 

/ ' h) ) .r.r6 = 12 m6( 6 + w6), 

/ 1,,,2 = 12:m2(3r} + !}), 

/_1..,,4 = ½ m 4rJ, 

ln6 = hmr,(h?, + /~). 

f::2 = 12m2(3r} + li), 

1::4 = 12m4(3rJ + !J), 

f::6 = hmr,(11, + w~). 

The values of all masses and dimensions are listed in table C.1(a). The computed mass moments of 
inertia are listed in table C.1(b) . For the hand it is assumed the contribution of the fingers to the mass 
moment of inertia can be neglected. 
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,,,,,,,---------------............ , 

(a) Upper arm (b) Forearrn 

(c) Hand 

Figure C.1: Shapes of links for computation of mass moments of inertia. 

Table C.1: Computation values of mass moment of inertia. 

(a) Masses and dirnensions. 

mj [kg] Tj [m] Ij [m] Wj [m] 

j=2 2.9 0.0525 0.32 

j=4 0.8 0.0325 0.28 

j=6 0.2 0.12 0.038 0.08 

(b) Values of rnass rnornents of inertia 

ljxx [kgm2] ljyy [kgm2] I jzz [kgm2] 

j=2 4 .10- 3 2.67 -10- 2 2.67 -10-2 

j=4 5.4 -10- 3 4.225 -10- 4 5.4 -10-3 

j=6 1.307 -10-4 2.641-10-4 3.467 -10-4 
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C.2 Spherical object 

1 
1 
1 
1 

! r;, 
------- r ------ Y. 

; 1 ', 0 

----------Xo ',, ------- _, 
----------------

Figure C.2: Shape object. 

Table C.2: Object properties. 

ro 0.1 m 

0.1 kg 

4 -10- 4 kgm 2 

The spherical object is depicted in figure C.2. As for the mass moments of inertia of the manipula
tor, the mass moment of inertia of the object is modeled as a diagonal matrix. Fora sphere, the mass 
moment of inertia is equal in all directions, so 

with 

fo.x1•= 
0 
0 

0 

fo .xvc 

0 

2 2 
fo.xvc = 5 m oro. 

In table C.2 the object mass m 0 , radius r 0 and mass moment of inertia l o.x_vc are listed. 
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Appendix D 

Simulation results object impedance 
control 

Below, several simulation results, related to object impedance control, are shown and briefly dis
cussed. In all simulations, the same commanded object trajectory is used: in the first 0 .5 s the object 
is translated to the wall and in the following 5 ms a contact force of 5 N is commanded. In the first 
section, only the motion and internal force-based impedance controller are active. In the next section, 
only the motion and object impedance controller are active. In the last section, the influence of the 
parameters of the object impedance controller is discussed. 

D.l Motion control and internal force-based impedance control 

The simulation results with activated motion and internal force -based impedance controller are 
shown in figure D.I. The same control parameters for the motion and internal force-based impedance 
controller are used as for the simulations in chapter 4. As expected, the internal forces .fi and mo
ments µ,, (bottom plots) converge to zero (h Id = 0). The disturbance at 0.55 s is due to the impact of 
the object with the environment. Comparing the contact force / ;•.rr.: (right top plot) to the simulation 
results with only the motion controller (figure 5.3) , it can be observed that there is no overshoot. In 
this simulation, the internal force -based impedance controller computes a reference trajectory x" to 
con trol the internal forces, that also results in no overshoot of the contact force .f~xr .= · The settling 
time of .f~xr .= is roughly the same as for the simulations with only the motion controller active (figure 
5.3). 

D.2 Motion and object impedance control 

In figure D.2, the simulation results with activated motion and object impedance controller are 
shown. The gains of the feedback controller have the same values as in previous simulations. The 
ga ins of the object impedance controller are designed to result in a critically damped response 

D() =0. l h S() - :ES.-11 v = 98.70'6 . 

Compared to the previous simulations (figures 5.3 and D.1), the contact force .f~xr .= settles faster, due to 
the choice of the parameters of the object impedance controller. The position t-,.x<Jca.r and orientation 
l;<Jrn error converge to zero asymptotically. The interna l forces .fi and moments µ, 1 are not controlled, 
as can be seen in the bottom two plots. 
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Figure D.1: Simulation results motion con trol and internal force-based impedance contra/. The vertical solid lines 
indicate the time of contact with the environment. 

D.3 Parameter influence object impedance controller 

The object/environment contact dynamics can be determined with the parameters D0 , B0 and S0 

of the object impedance controller. With the desired damping matrix B0 the response can be made 
over-, under-, or critically damped. The desired inertia D0 and stiffness S0 matrices determine the 
bandwidth of the impedance controller and thus the settling time. In figure D.3 simulation results are 
shown where all controllers are active (see the control structure of figure 5.1). The parameters of the 
object impedance controller are chosen as 

Do = 0.02h Bo - L.Benv = 0.9416 So - L.Senv = 19.74h. 

These control parameters lead to an underdamped response and larger settling time of the contact 
force f ex t ,z (see right top plot of figure D.3). This choice of the object impedance parameters also in
fluences the internal forces ft and moments /1,/, as well as the object position 11xoca, t and orientation 
~oca errors. A small oscillation is present in these signals, because the object impedance controller 
computes an underdamped desired object trajectory X od, but all errors converge to zero. 
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